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Abstract
Recently, various spectral analysis methods are studied and applied to the steel composition
measurement, such as inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES),
atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), spark optical emission spectroscopy (S-OES), laserinduced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS). Among these spectral methods, LIBS is considered to
be a good method that can be applied in the on-line detection of steel composition during making
process. LIBS technique is highly anticipated because of the fast response, high sensitivity, realtime and non-contact features. For the online analysis, it is important to measure controlling
factors without any sample preparation to maintain the real-time measurement feature. In this
study, we have discussed the potential application fields of LIBS. With the rapid development of
the modern industry, a lot of techniques have been studied for the industrial production. These
advanced techniques also bring a requirement of process analysis and raw material quality
control. The joint research of LIBS with other advanced techniques is meaningful for the
performance improvement of industrial production. For the advanced forming production line,
the quality of the steel part after forming is important for the process. LIBS technique is a
promising method to analyze the formed steel parts on the production line. For the production of
electrical machine of vehicle, LIBS can be applied to the quality control of the raw silicon steel
plate which is one of the most important raw material for the rotor and stator of the electrical
machine. LIBS technique also has a promising future in the fields of the online rapid analysis of
aluminum sheet for the plastic joint process, the analysis and control of the steel making process,
the waste disposal and recycling plant. According to these potential industrial applications of
LIBS, the study on the analysis of manganese in steel samples were carried out in this
dissertation. A new LIBS method named as long-short double-pulse LIBS (DP-LIBS) method is
developed in this study for the application of real plants.
Firstly, the steel samples at solid state were measured to investigate the performance
improvement of the long-short double-pulse LIBS. The role of inter-pulse delay in signal
enhancement for long-short DP-LIBS was investigated by experiments, the results showed that
the optimal coupling of pre-heating and re-heating effects can be obtained by firing the short
pulse at the middle of long pulse. Compared with SP-LIBS, long-short DP-LIBS has obtained 37 folds signal enhancement in the optimal inter-pulse delay. Through the observation of plasma,
the plasma images showed the remarkable differences between SP-LIBS and long-short DPLIBS. The plasma was bigger and had a longer lifetime in long-short DP-LIBS condition.
Moreover, the observed images of long pulse LIBS suggested that the long pulse can’t generate
the plasma due to the low power density. The variation of plasma temperature showed that the
plasma was maintained at a high and stable temperature. The variation of time-resolved intensity
ratio was different for SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS. IMn/IFe linearly increased with delay
time in SP-LIBS condition, whereas, it showed a remarkable stabilization around the delay time
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of 3000 ns in long-short DP-LIBS condition. These phenomena indicated that the plasma was
stabilized by using the long-pulse-width laser beam. Through the testing at different sample
temperatures, the measured spectra were consistent for long-short DP-LIBS, whereas, the spectra
were significantly different for SP-LIBS. The results demonstrated that long-short DP-LIBS can
be used for the online measurement of steel production line, in where the temperature of target is
unknown.
For the quantitative analysis of steel samples under the simulated plant conditions, the longshort DP-LIBS method also show an acceptable performance. The long pulse made it possible to
obtain clear spectra from the steel washers which had an obvious rusty layer. Through the study
on the crater morphology, the improvement of detection ability can be attributed to the cleaning
effect of long pulse. This result indicated that long-short DP-LIBS can be used in steel
production lines, in where severe oxidation is difficult to be avoided. The emission intensity was
obviously enhanced by long-short DP-LIBS because of the preheating effect of the long pulse.
The comparison of spectra showed that more spectral lines were available for quantitative
analysis from the spectrum of long-short DP-LIBS. This result suggested that long-short DPLIBS can obtain more spectral information under the same experimental conditions. The
measured results of long-short DP-LIBS showed a better linearity. The determination
coefficients (R2) was 0.988 for the calibration curve of long-short DP-LIBS, which is acceptable
for the industrial application. Moreover, the larger slope of calibration curve for long-short DPLIBS indicated that the effect of self-absorption was eliminated by the long pulse, which
therefore improved the analytical performance of LIBS. The prediction results showed that the
precision and accuracy of long-short DP-LIBS were better than those of SP-LIBS. The mean
RSD% was reduced from 29.3% to 10.5% and the mean REP% was reduced from 94.9% to
4.9%.The improvement can be attributed to the stabilized plasma which was generated by longshort DP-LIBS process. The simulated prediction experiments demonstrated that the analytical
performance of LIBS can be improved by adding a long pulse to the traditional SP-LIBS. The
measurement results of liquid steel showed that the conventional SP-LIBS can’t obtain a
satisfied calibration curve due to the unstable sample condition. However, long-short DP-LIBS
showed an acceptable performance for the measurement of liquid steel samples. The fitting
parameters R2 of the calibration curve is 0.9788 for the long-short DP-LIBS, which is only
0.5329 for the SP-LIBS. At the same time, the standard deviation of the measured intensity ratio
values are relative low in the long-short DP-LIBS results. It proved that the plasma is stabilized
by the long pulse laser beam.
Keywords: Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS); Industrial application; Rapid
analysis; Advanced production process; Long-short double-pulse LIBS; Steel analysis
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and significance
The modern industry production has been greatly developed in the lately decades. At the same
time, with the further development of the modern industry, the quality control of production line
becomes more and more important day by day. So many production companies, such as iron and
steel making company, power plant, automobile manufacture company and et al., demand a
convenient technique to efficiently control the quality of their products.
At present, there are mainly two types of measurement methods which were applied in the
steel production plants, one type was named as the chemical analysis method and the other was
named as the spectral analysis method. The chemical analysis method is already used in the steel
industry for a long time. Nevertheless, chemical analysis is limited because it is quite expensive
and time-consuming. For example, the quantitative determination of the main 12 elements in
steel need one or two days, which is unwelcome in the steel plants [1]. Therefore, many steel
production companies are trying to give up the chemical analysis methods in their plants and the
spectral analysis methods of steel were developed and applied to solve the problems in the
measurement of steel products. To date, various spectral analysis methods were studied for steel
measurement, such as X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF), inductively coupled plasma
atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), spark optical
emission spectroscopy (S-OES), laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS). Among those
spectral methods, LIBS is considered to be the only method that can be applied to the on-line
detection of steel making process [2].
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) as a rapid and convenient analytical method
has been successfully applied in the industrial applications, including combustions, materials,
toxics, foods, and so on [1, 2]. One of the most remarkable features of LIBS is the in situ
measurement capability. Objects to be measured are examined directly, and the pretreatment
process, which becomes the time-consuming part of many conventional analyses, is not
necessary in LIBS. There is also another merit of LIBS in spatial resolution. As for the solid
material analyses, for example, LIBS has a good spatial resolution; two-dimensional (2-D)
elemental distribution on the surface of a material can be detected by scanning the laser focus
point or the material position.
LIBS is a kind of atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) method which uses the laser-induced
plasma as the emission source. The laser-induced plasma is formed by focusing the pulsed laser
beam. The emitted spectra from the plasma are detected by the combination of spectrometer and
detection device [3]. The qualitative and quantitative analysis of materials can be achieved by
measuring the emission intensities of the characteristic lines. LIBS is an all-optical measurement
system which has the considerable features, such as no sample preparation required, remote
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detection, online analysis, simultaneous multi-element analysis and relatively cheap price [4].
However, compared with other traditional analytical methods, LIBS suffers the drawbacks of
low sensitivity and poor repeatability of measurement, which limit the development of LIBS
application. There are many reasons for these drawbacks due to the complexity of LIBS process.
The major reasons for these drawbacks include the pulse energy fluctuation, temporal and spatial
non-uniformity of laser-induced plasma, uneven sample surface, matrix effects and influence of
environment. Because of these difficulties, many researches of LIBS are still based on the
polished samples. Some of the features of LIBS can’t be reflected, such as no sample preparation,
remote detection and online analysis.
Therefore, how to enhance and stabilize the laser-induced plasma is an important issue for the
development of LIBS technique, especially for the industrial applications. Several methods have
been reported to enhance the signal intensity or control the laser-induced plasma by employing
an external energy source, such as spatial or magnetic confinement [5, 6], spark discharge LIBS
[7, 8], microwave-assisted [9-11] and dual-pulse [12-14]. Usually, the additional devices for the
energy supply should be installed nearby the measurement target, which is difficult in the
industrial application. In dual-pulse LIBS (DP-LIBS), the additional energy is supplied by the
laser beam, which is possible to be applied in online measurement. DP-LIBS configuration is
realized with two independent lasers in some studies, while other researchers use a single laser to
fire the dual-pulse [15, 16]. A lot of experimental results have proved that DP-LIBS is an
effective method to enhance the signal intensity. The configurations of collinear, cross beam,
orthogonal pre-ablation and orthogonal re-heating have been studied and reviewed with different
laser power, wavelength and pulse width [17]. With the use of UV fs-ns DP-LIBS, the 360-fold
signal enhancement has been obtained on a single-crystalline Si sample [18]. Using collinear DPLIBS, the signal from the aluminum sheet sample has been enhanced near 300 times compared
with that of tradition single pulse LIBS (SP-LIBS) [19].
1.2 Research status
1.2.1 Increased research on LIBS
In the last years, the number of publications in the field of LIBS shows a strong growth.
Fig.1.1 shows a report of the publication amount from a database in the years 1980-2010 using
the search term “laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy LIBS” in the ISI Web of Knowledge
showing the nearly exponential growth of publications in the last years reaching more than 450
publications dealing with LIBS in the year 2009.
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Fig. 1.1 Number of publications in the field of LIBS in the years 1980–2010: data from ISI
Web of Knowledge [1]
Laser spectroscopic methods are a powerful tool for fundamental investigations, such as highresolution spectroscopy within the Doppler width to study the fine structure of excited states [20].
Femtosecond laser pulses allow observing directly the dynamics of chemical reactions. The
Nobel prize for physics in the year 1999 was awarded to A. Zerwail for his pioneering work in
this field [21]. In an increasing degree laser spectroscopy enters into new application fields.
Among these are the remote investigation of harmful substances in the atmosphere, the
monitoring of combustion processes or material-dependent production processes, and the quality
assurance of semi-finished products [22-25].
For technical applications, laser spectroscopic methods are of special interest as they are able
to determine several species simultaneously with minimum equipment. Laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) belongs to these methods [26]. Fundamentals and applications
of LIBS are the subject of this book. LIBS is able to analyze solid, liquid, and gaseous
substances. In principle, laser absorption spectroscopy and LIF are also able to determine several
species, but in this case different laser wavelengths are necessary, which cause a corresponding
high instrumental effort for technical applications.
Focusability and temporal modulation of the power of the laser beam are the two main
features of laser radiation which are exploited for LIBS. At irradiances above 109W/cm2 a solid
substance to be studied evaporates locally within a short time forming a transient plasma. In the
plasma, the ablated atoms and ions are excited and emit their characteristic line radiation [27].
Emission wavelengths cover a broad spectral range from the deep ultraviolet to the infrared. A
short time after the invention of the laser the emission features of the laser-induced plasma were
investigated [28]. However, the used ruby lasers could only be operated at low repetition rates.
Additionally the emission of the plasma was observed time integrated, so only a limited
analytical quantification was achievable.
The dynamic technological developments in the field of solid state lasers, electro-optic
detectors, and signal processing during the last decade were successfully utilized for LIBS. The
analytical performance for a multi-element analysis achieves a level, which equals or is even
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better than that of classical methods [29]. The vital point is that due to optical excitation of the
measuring radiation over a distance, new fields of application were opened up, which are not
accessible for conventional physical methods, such as X-ray fluorescence analysis or spark
emission spectrometry. Such fields are, e.g., the inline analysis of liquid steel or the material
identification for sorting and quality assurance tasks [30, 31]. Quality assurance close to the
process on the basis of an automated inline measurement is the first step to fast and efficient
feedback actions which result in significant cost savings and improved competitiveness.
Pulsed laser radiation can be used not only for analysis, but also for the preparation of
substances to be investigated. Surface layers, as, e.g., corrosion layers, oxides, scale,
contaminations, whose chemical composition differs from one of the subjacent substances, can
be ablated locally by the laser beam. A mechanical preparation step, by milling, turning, or
grinding, is not necessary in many cases. This dual use of the laser beam as ablation and
analyzing tool has a high technological potential in terms of automation capabilities for inline
inspection systems.
With diode-pumped solid state lasers, compact radiation sources of high beam quality are
available offering electro-optical Q-switching with pulse repetition rates of 1 kHz and beyond,
average powers of several watts, and excellent beam qualities [32]. The operating life time of
these lasers amounts to more than 20,000 h. This opens for LIBS the area of spatially resolved
determinations of element distributions on the surface of macroscopic samples. An example of
this approach is the analysis of the cleanliness of steel samples, where microscopic inclusions in
a steel matrix are determined, consisting of hard materials as, e.g., carbides and nitrides. These
inclusions influence the process-ability and the material properties of steel grades. While
competing methods such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for a spatially resolved energydispersive X-ray fluorescence analysis (SEM-EDX) or the electron microprobe require high
vacuum conditions and an extensive sample preparation such as diamond polishing, the laserbased method measures under an inert gas atmosphere and a simple preparation of the sample
surface by milling or grinding is sufficient.
The mechanisms of signal enhancement for DP-LIBS have also been widely discussed.
Freeman et al. [33] have suggested that the signal enhancement can be attributed to the reheating of plasma plume. The experiments were carried out using crossed-beam DP-LIBS. The
signal enhancement was also observed when the second pulse didn’t ablate any of the brass
samples. It means that the signal enhancement was attributed to the re-heating of plasma plume.
However, Noll et al. [34] have concluded that the second pulse of the collinear DP-LIBS mainly
transmitted through the plasma and generated the new plasma from the pre-ablated sample
surface based on the plasma observation and the calculation of plasma transmission factor. In
traditional DP-LIBS, the second laser pulse is also a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser pulse, which
may not only re-heat the plasma but also generate new plasma from the sample surface.
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Therefore, the plasma generation process and cooling process become complicated in the cases
of traditional DP-LIBS.
In previous studies, the 10.6 μm CO2 laser pulse, which can be considered as long pulse laser
beam, has been applied to DP-LIBS. The enhancement of emission signal and plasma
temperature has been confirmed based on the setup of Nd:YAG-CO2 DP-LIBS [35, 36]. This
dual-pulse technique was also applied to the measurement of organic films. The molecular
emission signals from C2 and CN were enhanced through the energy supply of CO2 laser [37].
However, the CO2 laser beam is unsuitable for the transmission with optical fiber and the CO2
laser itself is also difficult to couple with Nd:YAG laser compactly, which may suffer the
limitations in industrial application. For our research interest, we are focusing on the industrial
application of LIBS, especially the non-contact and real-time measurement of industrial
production lines. In this work, a long-pulse-width Nd:YAG laser was applied to the laserinduced plasma process in order to enhance and stabilize the plasma. The long-pulse-width laser
means that the duration time of laser pulse is long but the peak power of laser pulse is low. More
specifically, a Nd:YAG laser, which was operated at free running (FR) mode, was employed in
current study to generate the long-pulse-width laser beam with 1064 nm wavelength and 60 μs
pulse width.
The features of LIBS compared with those of other laser spectroscopic methods are promising
for the industrial applications. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy is the only method, which
allows for a simultaneous multispecies analysis in all states of aggregation of a substance. At the
same time, LIBS requires a relative low price devices and is suitable for the terrible measurement
conditions compare than other measurement method for the real industry. Therefore, the
discussion on the LIBS methods, applications and improvement are strongly growth in recent
years.
1.2.2 Measurement of steel samples in laboratory
It is well known that the iron and steel industry is one of the most important industries for
human beings. In modern life, steel products are used almost everywhere. With the development
of industry, high quality steel is desired in various fields. The advanced control methods for
steelmaking process are required to meet these industrial demands. However, it is difficult and
expensive to measure the composition of steel during the steelmaking process, which limited the
production efficiency of high quality steel. In recent years, laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy (LIBS), as one of the analytical techniques for steelmaking process, has been
widely studied because of its potential for on-line analysis [1, 2, 20]. Various papers have been
published to report the applications of LIBS in steel industry, such as the measurements of solid
steel [38-44], liquid steel [45-47], slags [48-49], oxides [50-52], rapid in-suit analysis [53-55],
etc. One vital subject among these studies is the analytical performance of LIBS for the industrial
application. To improve the performance, many approaches have been developed based on LIBS,
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such as microwave-assisted LIBS [10, 11], LIBS laser-induced fluorescence [56], resonanceenhanced LIBS [57, 58], dual-pulse LIBS [59-64], etc. However, it is still difficult to apply LIBS
in the steelmaking process due to the terrible measurement conditions of steel plant. Dual-pulse
LIBS (DP-LIBS) is a promising way to enhance the detection performance in practical
application. Many geometrical configurations (reheating [59], collinear [60], crossed beam [61],
etc.) have been studied to realize DP-LIBS. Among these configurations of DP-LIBS, the
collinear configuration is feasible for the application in steel production lines [2]. However, the
plasma conditions are still temporally unstable and spatially non-uniform [65, 66].
As well known, the theory of LIBS process is quite complex since several physical processes
were involved in the generation and evolution of plasma, such as photo ionization, high velocity
impact between electrons, atoms, molecules and ions, and inverse bremsstrahlung. The complete
physical-mathematical model, which can finely describe the LIBS process, has not been
established till now [67]. The unstable and non-uniform laser-induced plasma leads to the
unsatisfied performance of LIBS for industrial requirements. Even though the temperature in
plasma core is very high (104 K magnitude), the temperature in plasma edge is still very low
(only a few thousand Kelvin) [68]. LIBS utilizes the signals which were emitted from the nonuniform plasma. However, at present, most of the quantitative analysis methods for LIBS
assumed that the laser-induced plasma was under the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)
condition. LTE condition means that the temperature of a local region in plasma tends to be
equalized. In fact, LTE condition of laser-induced plasma was not well satisfied in the often
cases of LIBS measurement. In previous reports, several works have obtained the high-accuracy
results for quantitative analysis through considering unstable plasma conditions [68-70]. In order
to generate a more stable plasma, the collinear long-short DP-LIBS has been proposed in the
previous work. The feasibility of the new method has been verified through the experiments in
air and under water. The results have suggested that the plasma cooling process was controlled
by the long-pulse-width laser [71].
1.2.3 Measurement of steel products on production line
In the metallurgical industry, the analysis of the elemental components in steelmaking process
is a vital requirement for the quality control of production. At present, the conventional
techniques used in steelmaking plants are difficult to be applied to the real-time and online
analysis of elemental components due to the requirement of sample preparation [2], such as Xray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF), inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICP-AES) and spark optical emission spectroscopy (S-OES). Laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy (LIBS) is a qualitative and quantitative analysis technique which is based on the
interaction of laser and material. It utilizes a focused laser beam to ablate the surface of target
thereby generates the plasma. Through the record and analysis of plasma spectra, the elemental
composition and the element content of target can be analyzed conveniently. In recent decades,
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LIBS technique has been widely studied because of the features such as multi-element rapid and
simultaneous analysis, no sample preparation, available measurement for solid, liquid and gas, et
al [1, 2].
Another important feature for LIBS technique is the potential for online analysis, which
attracts many researchers to apply LIBS technique to the online analysis of steelmaking process.
Noll et al. [56] have applied LIBS to the steelmaking process and realized the monitor of steel
quality. In the experiment of Gruber et al. [45], a 12 m optical fiber was employed to transmit the
plasma emission signal, the contents of Cr, Cu, Mn and Ni in liquid steel were obtained in 7
seconds. Sun et al. [54] have also realized the monitor of liquid steel contents by double-pulse
LIBS with a Cassegrain telescope. Palanco et al. [37] have designed a remote LIBS system for
the monitor of Cr and Ni contents in liquid steel. Hubmer et la. [72] proposed a LIBS
configuration for the analysis of liquid high-alloy-steel. An optical fiber cable was employed to
transmit the plasma signal over a distance of 10 m.
Due to the poor environmental conditions in the steelmaking plants, such as high temperature,
dust, vibration, et al., the protection of optics is hard, which limits the practical application of
LIBS technique. Therefore, some scholars carried out the research of open-path remote LIBS
system for practical application. Palanco et al. [73] developed an open-path LIBS system with a
7.5 m beam path in air. The experimental results demonstrated that the content of Cr and Ni in
liquid steel were successfully measured. Sun et al. [74-76] have also developed an open-path
LIBS system for the monitor of compositional variation in a 30 kg induction furnace. Although
the literature contains a large number of studies on the online measurement of steel using LIBS,
there are still some topics worth to be studied for the online application in steelmaking plants.
One valuable subject is the remote analysis of high temperature steel products in solid phase. The
quality of steel product is largely affected by the feedback information in different manufacture
stages. The analysis of the finished steel product is an important part for the online LIBS system.
However, the high temperatures, the uneven of liquid steel, the significant oxide layer are
involved in the LIBS online analysis due to the finished steel product on production line are very
hot. It is still left a lot of work to do in order to promote the LIBS technique to the real
application in steel production lines.
1.3 Contents and structure of this dissertation
The purpose of this dissertation is to give a introduction of LIBS for the application of steel
composition measurement, the relevant devices parameters, the improvement of LIBS for the
real application in steel plant, the comparative studies results between the long-short double
pulse LIBS and conventional LIBS method, the measurement results of long-short DP-LIBS in
the simulated plant conditions. For these purposes, the structure of this dissertation is organized
as the follows chapters. The rapid analysis requirements on the steel composition from the
industrial production are discussed firstly in Chap. 2. The studies on the advanced forming
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process, the novel electric machine, the mechanical joint process are presented here. According
to the requirements of these fields, the joint research between LIBS and the industrial production
fields are discussed. Chap. 3 gives an overview of the fundamental of Laser-Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy. The typical LIBS measurement processes, devices, parameters are discussed in
this chapter. In addition, the principle of the long-short DP-LIBS method is presented here also.
The details of the experimental systems and devices are presented in Chap. 4. In Chap. 5, the
comparative studies results between long-short DP-LIBS and conventional LIBS are discussed.
In Chap. 6, the experimental results of the measurement in the simulated steel plant conditions
are presented and discussed. Finally, the conclusions and outlook of this work are drawn in Chap.
7.
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2 Rapid analysis requirements of industrial production
In the last century, the rapid development of industry has brought a huge demand of product
quality control on the production line. In various production lines, the chemical composition of
the products needs to be analyzed timely in order to adjust the parameters of production line,
which is important for the quality and efficiency of production. In recent years, the requirements
of rapid analysis method becomes urgent in the advanced mechanical systems. Especially in the
field of advance equipment development, some novel mechanical equipment or systems can’t be
applied to real production because of the lack of rapid online analysis method. Therefore, it is
valuable to carry out the joint research on the advanced mechanical equipment or systems and
rapid analysis method for product quality control. In this chapter, we have studied and developed
various advanced mechanical systems. The joint research on the advanced mechanical systems
and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy is also discussed to apply both of the techniques to
the real industry. The rapid analysis requirements of the advanced mechanical equipment or
systems are discussed as follows.
2.1 Rapid analysis of advanced forming process
Spline shafts are widely used to transmit motion or torque between shafts in the mechanical
system, and the advantages of spline shaft connection attracted lots of interests attributed to their
high connection strength, high reliability, compact structure and convenient assembly [77]. The
various advantages of spline shaft connection bring the extensive application of spline shaft in
the industries of aerospace, ship, engineering machinery and automobile. For example, a
standard car contains more than 30 spline shafts. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the installed positions of
spline shafts include transmission, differential, clutch and etc. [78, 79]. Furthermore, higher
requirement of the performance of spline shaft has been put forward in the modern
manufacturing. Thus, it is essential to study the novel manufacture process of spline shaft to
obtain higher performance.

Fig. 2.1 Installation positions of the spline shaft in automobile: (a) Clutch; (b) Driving axle;
(c) Transmission assembly; (d) Steering assembly; (e) Differential; (f) Transmission
14

Recently, the researches and applications of the plastic rolling process of spline shaft become
more and more active for its advantages such as superior product quality, saving of raw materials,
high productivity and low cost [80, 81]. Rolling process can be applied in the products which
have axisymmetric cross area such as spline shafts and gears [82, 83]. The traditional rolling
processes can be summarized as three types: rolling process with rack dies, with round dies and
with incremental dies. Fig. 2.2 shows the principle of traditional rolling processes applied in
spline shafts. The blank is just rotated along the circumferential by the driven of dies and the
teeth are formed in the radial direction gradually due to the in-feed of dies. Although these
traditional rolling processes can realize the forming of spline shaft, there are still some problems
such as the huge forming load, dies wear, inaccurate tooth number of formed spline shaft and
insufficient of material flow [80, 83]. In an attempt to solve the above problems, an axial-infeed
incremental rolling process of spline shaft with 42CrMo steel is proposed. It is a novel metal
forming process in which the blank of spline shaft is pressed into the rolling dies continuously
and the material in the surface of the blank is formed to a certain shape. The forming load is
divided into axial and radial load, so the die life improves. There are many factors that affect the
axial-infeed incremental rolling process such as die angle, in feed velocity and rotational speed,
and the Finite Element Method (FEM) is also widely utilized to optimize the process parameters
[84, 85]. The plastic properties and constitutive equations of 42CrMo steel were investigated
[86-88]. The experimental research on forming parameters for spline rolling with round dies was
carried out [89]. The phase synchronous problem of three dies was solved by Zhang et al [90].

Fig. 2.2 The schematic diagrams of traditional rolling processes of spline shaft: (a) with
rack dies, (b) with round dies and (c) with incremental dies.
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As shown in Fig. 2.3(a), the axial-infeed incremental rolling system mainly contains three
rolling dies, back-drive center and blank. The three rolling dies were assembled along the
circumference evenly. Along the axial direction, each rolling die contains die angle part with the
angle and correction part, as shown in Fig. 2.3(b). The function of die angle part is preforming
for spline shaft and the function of correction part is adjustment for tooth profile. The back-drive
center has the same tooth profile parameters with spline shaft, so it could determine the initial
phase of the rolling dies and ensure the die speed keep consistent.

Fig. 2.3. Diagram of the axial-infeed incremental process: (a) the axial-infeed incremental
rolling system and (b) the local structure of the rolling die
The axial-infeed incremental rolling process as shown in Fig. 2.4 and it includes the following
steps. (1) The blank is clamped by the former-drive center and the back-drive center. (2) The
rolling dies rotate at the same speed and drive the blank rotate. (3) The blank is fed along the
axial direction by the center and the deformation of the metal occurs on the surface of the blank.
Under the action of multiple pre-rolling, the plastic deformation of the blank increase continually.
Then, the preformed tooth profile is adjusted by the correction part. Due to pre-rolling and
adjust-rolling, the dimension precision and surface quality increase. (4) After rolling, the rolling
dies retract slightly along the radius direction and the formed spline shaft is pushed off along the
inversion direction, the forming process end.

Fig. 2.4 Diagram of the steps of the rolling process: (a) Before rolling, (b) During rolling
and (c) After rolling
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An axial-infeed incremental rolling equipment was designed, manufactured and assembled as
shown in Fig. 2.5. The axial movement of blank is realized by two air cylinders. The big one is
installed in the right side and drives the former-drive center (not draw in Fig. 2.5). The small one
is installed in the left side and drives the back-drive center (in the center of Fig. 2.5). When the
bland feeding, the big cylinder provides propulsion and the small cylinder provides a proper
clamping force. The axial forming force and friction force are overcome by the propulsion of big
cylinder. When the blank exiting, the small cylinder provides a proper force to push-out the
formed spline shaft.

Fig. 2.5 The axial-infeed incremental rolling equipment: (1) Planetary reducer, (2)
Synchronous Belt Transmission, (3) Main AC servo motor, (4) Universal coupling, (5)
Rolling position and (6) Diameter control AC servo motor and worm gear reducer
Then, the experiments of axial-infeed incremental rolling process of spline shaft with 42CrMo
steel are carried out and the metal structure and hardness of formed spline shaft are investigated.
The experimental blank of spline shaft is designed, which is similar to the end part of the real
spline shaft that used in the heavy truck, and the shape and sizes are shown in Fig. 2.6(a).
Meanwhile, Fig.2.6(b) shows the real picture of the blank of spline shaft.

Fig. 2.6 The shape and sizes of the blank of spline shaft: (a) shape and sizes and (b) real
picture of blank shaft
The axial-infeed incremental rolling experimental process is shown in Fig. 2.7. The whole
rolling process lasted about 2 min, including (1) feed before rolling 15s, (2) axial-infeed rolling
64s (the feed speed mm·s-1), (3) correction rolling 15s and (4) reverse out 15s.
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Fig. 2.7 The axial-infeed incremental rolling experimental process
The microstructure of the formed spline shaft with 42CrMo steel is shown in Fig. 2.8 (the
process parameters are: the diameter of blank is 50.85mm, the rotation speed of rolling dies is
25r·min-1, the feed speed is 0.5mm·s-1, the forming temperature is 20℃ and the die angle of
rolling dies is 9°). For details, the width of the sample is about 12mm along the circumferential
direction and the depth is about 10mm along the radial direction. The sample is cut, polished and
corroded by 4% nitric acid alcohol solution, and then it is observed by optical microscope (Leica
DMI3000M metallographic microscope).

Upside of
tooth profile
Surface of tooth profile

Surface of tooth space

Middle of spline shaft

Core of
spline shaft

Bottom of tooth profile

Fig. 2.8 Microstructures of different areas in the cross section of the formed spline shaft
with No.45 steel
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The microstructure contains ferrite, pearlite and sorbite in the core and middle of the formed
spline shaft and the microstructure is slightly stretched along the outward radial direction in the
bottom and top of the tooth profile (this change can evidently refine the grain size and improve
the distributed uniformity of structure). The microstructure in the bottom of tooth root area is
fibrous tissue which is composed of ferrite and pearlite. The fibrous tissue was refined obviously
and its flow line was distributed along the bottom of the tooth root to adjacent tooth root area,
continue to the surface of tooth profile. The fracture, fragmentation, dissolution, balling of
pearlite and the refinement of ferrite are obviously viewed in this area, so the grain density
increases. The surface of tooth profile is fibrous tissue which is composed of clipper-built ferrite
and pearlite. The fibrous tissue’s grain is obviously refined and dense, and the flow line is
distributed along the direction of the tooth surface (With the increase of depth along the direction
from the tooth surface to core, the fibrous tissue disappears gradually and the grain density
reduces gradually).

Fig. 2.9 The metal structure of the formed spline shaft with 42CrMo steel
It can be seen in Fig. 2.8 that the microstructure of spline shaft was changed after the axialinfeed incremental rolling process. Due to this effect, the usability of the formed spline shaft is
improved. However, it is very difficult to control microstructure of spline shaft during the rolling
process. For example, the microstructure of the formed spline shaft is changed at high
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temperature. In the real production of spline shaft, the warm forming temperature is used to
decrease the forming forces and protect the rolling dies. We have also carried out the
experiments at 650 oC, the microstructure of the formed spline shaft is showed in Fig. 2.9. It can
be seen that the microstructure is definitely different with that of room temperature. The results
inducted that the forming temperature has the influences on the microstructure of spline shaft.
However, in the real production of spline shaft, we do not precisely control the forming
temperature of spline shaft. A wide temperature range are used for the production of spline shaft.
Therefore, we have to develop the technique to evaluate the microstructure of the formed spline
shaft. For the real production, it is very important to product the spline shat with the same
mechanical properties.
LIBS is an effective method to be applied in the axial-incremental rolling equipment. Due to
the change of microstructure of local region, the relevant composition of the steel will also be
changed. The distribution of carbon element and other alloy elements will be different in
different region of the formed spline shaft. Using LIBS, we can rapidly measure the variation of
the steel composition. For each of the spline shaft, we can control the difference of the surface
composition in a low level. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the formed spline shaft can
be control in the same level, which is important for the use of this part. In conclusion, the
application of axial-incremental rolling process and equipment of spline shaft have a great desire
of rapid analysis method for the chemical composition. LIBS is considered to be a feasible
method to be applied to this process and equipment.
2.2 Application to the production of electrical machine of vehicle
The widespread use of traditional fossil fuel vehicles has brought global environmental and
energy problems, which leads to an urgent demand of environmental-friendly cars. Electric
Vehicle (EV), which is rapidly developed in recent years, is considered to be a long-term
solution for air pollution problem [91]. However, the large-scale application of EV is limited due
to several bottlenecks such as automobile technology, battery quality, charging facilities and
production cost. For this reason, Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV), which possesses both the
advantages of fossil fuel vehicles and electric vehicles, have attracted the attention of researchers
[92, 93].
Integrated Starter and Generator (ISG), which can be operated in starting mode and generating
mode, is an effective and simple method to realize a HEV strategy [94]. ISG replaces the original
position of starter and cooperates with the flywheel ring gear of the engine. In the starting mode,
ISG can start the engine and drive the car like motor. In the generating mode, ISG provides the
required electricity for vehicle-mounted devices and battery charging. It is considered as a great
hybrid power strategy for traditional cars. ISG can reduce the surrounding parts of the engine and
realize mild/medium hybrid power on the basis of original engine and transmission system.
Therefore, ISG technology becomes an important branch of HEV research [95-98].
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Switched Reluctance Machine (SRM) was considered to be a good choice for ISG machine
before [91, 93, 94, 97]. The design methodology for the switched reluctance motor/generator has
been introduced by Faiz and Moayed-Zadeh, which is based on pre-defined equations with the
objective functions as high torque over low speed and high efficiency over high speed.1 A two
phase SRM was designed by Lee and Krishnan [99]. The E-core structure was applied in the
common pole, and two or four large poles and four small poles were configured on the stator.
The common poles are shared by both phases for positive torque production through the entire
operation. In 2013, a two-layer 6/4 three-phase switched reluctance motor/generator has been
designed and analyzed [100]. Different geometries of SRM have been proposed in 2007 [101].
The rotor and stator poles were designed with different pole arcs and the air gap width is variable.
In 2012, a two-phase SRM with modified shape of rotor poles and optimized output torque has
been presented [102]. Besides, many kinds of SRM with specific characteristics have also been
discussed, such as hybrid stator pole [103], axial-type [104], dual channel [105], multi-layer
[106], isolated double layer [107], linear [108], disc-type machine [109], etc [110-112].
Although the SRM has been widely studied in the field of ISG and Motor/Generator, there are
still some inherent problems to be solved [113]. The requirement of excitation and low output
power density are two major problems for SRM in HEV applications [114-116]. To solve these
problems, Flux Switching Permanent Magnet Machine (FSPMM) seems to be an ideal choice
[117-119].
FSPMM shows the significant advantages in many aspects, such as robust mechanical
structure, simple rotor structure (similar to the SRM), high power density and torque density.
Thus a lot of studies on FSPMM have been reported in recent years. FSPMM can work in rough
conditions and high speed applications because of the excellent robustness and the simple
structure. Most of the studies are focused on the output torque of FSPMM, which aim to develop
a main traction motor for HEV or EV. In 2014, a dual excitation switched-flux motor has been
designed and analyzed to develop a traction motor for HEV [120]. In 2009 and 2011, the 6/8
type and the 6/5 type FSPMM machines have been discussed for HEV application respectively
[121, 122]. Based on an in-wheel drive EV (out-rotor flux switching starter), the impact of
different rotor pole number has been presented in 2013 [123]. However, the applications of
FSPMM are still limited due to the bottlenecks of battery performance and capacity in cars [124,
125]. Considering the current battery performance, the Flux Switching Integrated Starter
Generator (FSISG) is proposed to provide a hybrid power strategy for traditional cars. FSISG
takes the advantages of power generating capacity and torque output ability of FSPMM, which
provides a new way for the application of flux switching machines in HEV.
The working principle of FSISG is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. In power generating mode, the rotor
teeth are moved along the movement direction by the external driving torque which is applied to
the rotor. According to the magnetic resistance minimum principle and the magnetization
direction of permanent magnet, the direction of the magnetic circuit can be determined. As
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shown in Fig. 2.10, while the rotor tooth locates at different positions, the directions of magnetic
circuit are showed with black arrow-lines. The direction of magnetic flux in the winding is from
down to up at position 1, but it changes to the opposite direction at position 2. According to the
law of electromagnetic induction, the induced electromotive force will be generated in the
winding. The electromotive force in the windings will cyclically change with the continuous
rotation of rotor. Therefore, FSISG can output electromotive force without external electric
excitation. In the torque output mode, the principle is the inverse process of power generating
mode. The alternating current is applied in the windings properly. Then, the inductive magnetic
field of the windings switches the direction of the magnetic flux. At the same time, the rotor is
rotated by magnetic field force.

Fig. 2.10 Working principle of FSISG: (a) position 1 and (b) position 2.

Fig. 2.11 shows the working principle of FSISG system in HEV. The FSISG system mainly
contains FSISG, control circuits and car battery. In starting mode, FSISG works as a starter or a
drive motor, which outputs the torque through gear engagement. The electric energy of car
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battery assists the engine to drive the car through the conversion of FSISG system. In generating
mode, FSISG converts the kinetic energy of car to electricity energy. Then, the energy can be
used for recharging battery and supporting electrical appliances in car. In brief, FSISG system
makes a two-way transfer of energy between the driving system and the battery in car.

Fig. 2.11 Principle of ISG system with FSISG.

In order to develop a high performance starter and generator for HEV, a 12-10 FSISG machine
is simulated by the finite element method. In the generating mode, the distributions of magnetic
flux density with different rotor positions are showed in Fig. 2.12. The maximum magnetic flux
density value is 1.5 T, which appears in the end of rotor teeth. As the reference tooth moves from
0° position (Fig. 2.12a) to 18° position (Fig. 2.12c), the average magnetic flux density increases
from 0.3 T to 1.5 T accordingly. Then, it decreases to 0.3 T when the position of reference tooth
is 27° (Fig. 2.12d). According to Fig. 2.12, the maximum magnetic flux density appears in the
end of stator teeth and rotor teeth. Therefore, the parameters of stator teeth and rotor teeth should
be verified to ensure the efficiency when designing a new machine for FSISG. However, it can
be seen from Fig. 2.12 that there is a large area of magnetic saturation in stator teeth and rotor
teeth. It indicates that the novel FSISG has high requirements for the magnetization properties of
silicon steel sheets.

Fig. 2.12 Magnetic flux density distributions at different rotor positions:
(a) 0o, (b) 9 o, (c) 18 o and (d) 27 o.
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For the application of FSISG technique, it is important to control the composition of silicon
steel sheets during the production of steel sheet. In order to realize a high performance of transfer
efficiency, each of the silicon steel sheet should has the high and same magnetization properties.
However, in present, the production of silicon steel sheets is very rough, the magnetization
properties of different silicon steel sheets are fluctuant usually. In order to product the high
quality silicon steel sheets which meet the requirement of FSISG machine, the rapid analysis
method is required for the production line of silicon steel sheets. LIBS is considered to be
suitable for this purpose, due to the simple instruments, on-line analysis ability and low coast.
Thus LIBS is studied for the steel measurement in this dissertation to possibly solve the
requirement of FSISG technique for the high quality silicon steel sheets.
2.3 Online rapid analysis of aluminum sheet for the plastic joint process
Aluminium alloy has been widely used in the automotive industry. In recent years, the joining
of aluminium alloy becomes a hot research topic. Welding, self-pierce riveting, clinch riveting,
adhesive bonding and mechanical clinching can be used to join aluminium alloy and other metal
materials [126–131]. However, it is difficult for welding method to join aluminium alloy because
of the high thermal conductivity, oxide layer on the sheet surface and low melting point [132]. A
special rivet is required in the self-pierce riveting process. The cost of production may be
increased by the rivet. In addition, the upper sheet will be penetrated by the rivet in the selfpierce riveting process, which will damage the aluminium alloy sheet. There is a convenient
method to join aluminium alloy sheets by adhesive bonding. No dies and no rivet are needed in
the adhesive bonding process. However, the surface of the sheet must be kept clean before the
adhesive bonding. It takes a long time to bond the sheets by adhesive. Adhesive is needed as
auxiliary in this process, which may increase the cost.
An effective way for joining aluminium alloy sheets is mechanical clinching technology,
which has been investigated by many researchers [133-138]. There is no rivet required in the
clinching process [139, 140], which reduces the cost of production. The clinched joint was
produced by plastic deformation. There is no chemical reaction in the process. The upper sheet
and lower sheet are joined together by an interlock. No light, no spark and no smoke are
generated in the clinching process, which contributes to protect the environment.
A design method of the clinching dies used for joining aluminium alloy sheets was proposed
by Lee et al. [141]. The top-hat impact test was carried out to assess the reliability of the clinched
joint used in the automobile. The results showed that the clinched joint with aluminium alloy
sheets had a similar crash resistance with the self-pierce riveted joint.
Aluminium alloy sheet and polymer sheet also can be joined together [142, 143]. Lambiase et
al. [144, 145] investigated the polymer-metal hybrid joints in many different aspects. The
mechanical clinching method was proved to be effective to join aluminium alloy sheet and
polymer sheet.
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Aluminium alloy sheet and high strength steel sheet also can be joined effectively. The sheets
undergo large plastic deformation in the mechanical clinching process [146, 147]. Because of the
small ductility, it is easy for high strength steel to fracture around the corner radius of the punch.
In order to prevent the fracture, the clinching dies were optimized to control the metal flow of the
sheets [148]. When the high strength steel was taken as the upper sheet, the die depth should be
decreased to prevent the deformation concentration of the sheets. A numerical investigation of
the clinched joint with aluminium alloy was conducted by He et al. [149]. Experimental tests
were carried out to validate the numerical model. The numerical results were in good agreement
with the experimental results.
The strength of the clinched joint can be increased by increasing the joint number and joint
diameter. The arrangement of the sheet in relation to the clinching dies has an important
influence on the mechanical properties of the clinched joint [150].
In fact, the clinched joint has a lower static strength than the welded joint and self-pierce
riveted joint. In order to increase the strength of the joint, some new fastening methods have
been investigated. It is essential for clinched joint to benefit from other fastening method.
Adhesive bonding method was used to increase the static strength of the clinched joint [151].
The rigidity and tightness of the joint structure can be enhanced by the adhesive. The clinchbonded hybrid joint has higher energy absorption than the clinched joint in the tension shearing
test.
A clinch riveting method was presented for joining different thin steel sheets [152, 153]. The
quality of the joint was evaluated by conducting tension-shearing strength test. The tensionshearing strength can be increased effectively by the clinch riveting method. The special rivet
used in this process may change the separation mode of the upper sheet and lower sheet.
A reshaping method was proposed to increase the pull-out strength and shear strength of the
clinched joint [154]. A pair of special dies was used to compress the joint. The reshaping method
was effective for increasing the strength of the clinched joint. However, a pair of special dies is
required to compress the joint. The upper die is contoured, and the lower die is bumped. The
upper contoured die must be placed on the same axis with the lower bumped die, which makes
the operation more complex. In addition, the optimization of the reshaping tools is the key
content of their study. Only one group of geometrical parameters was investigated, which could
not reflect the quality of the reshaped joint. The geometrical parameters, energy absorption and
failure mode of the reshaped joints were not investigated. In order to increase the strength of the
clinched joint, some new reshaping methods should be investigated, and the existing reshaping
methods should be improved.
Chen et al. presented a reshaping method with a rivet [155, 156]. The strength of the joint can
be increased obviously by this reshaping method. A rivet was used to increase the strength of the
joint and control the material flow. The protrusion can be reduced and the strength can be
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increased in the reshaping process. However, an additional rivet is required in the reshaping
process, which may increase the weight of the joint. It is better to reduce the weight of the joint
on the lightweight automobile. In addition, they also presented another reshaping method with a
pair of flat dies [157, 158]. The dies are easy to produce, and the operation of the dies is easy.
However, the strength of the reshaped joint with a pair of flat dies cannot be increased
observably.
The previous works are mainly the reshaping method with a rivet and another reshaping
method with a pair of flat dies. In this study, a height-reducing method with a bumped die and a
flat die was investigated. Without the use of rivet or other additional elements, the weight of the
height-reduced joint by a bumped die and a flat die is not increased, which meets the
requirements of automotive lightweight. The height-reduced joint by a bumped die and a flat die
has a higher strength than the reshaped joint with a pair of flat dies. The height-reducing process
has many advantages which other reshaping processes do not have, so this height-reducing
process should be investigated. AL5052 which is widely used on the automotive body is used as
the material of the sheets. Extensible dies were used to produce the clinched joint, while a flat
die and a bumped die were used to produce the height-reduced joint. The protrusion of the
clinched joint was compressed by the flat die. Different joints with different geometrical
parameters were used to conduct the cross-tensile tests. The cross-tensile strength, energy
absorption and failure mode of the joint are investigated. The height-reducing method was
proved effective for increasing the strength of the clinched joint.
As shown in Fig. 2.13, a clinched joint was produced by the mechanical clinching method.
Extensible dies were used in the mechanical clinching process. The dies were made of high
strength steel materials which can increase the durability of the extensible dies. The extensible
dies consist of the sliding sectors, punch, fixed anvil, blank holder and spring. The geometrical
parameters of the extensible dies used in the clinching process are shown in Fig. 2.14. In order to
make the material flow uniformly, three sliding sectors were used in the extensible dies. Two
AL5052 sheets were stacked on the three sliding sectors in the mechanical clinching. The blank
holder was used to fix the upper and lower sheets to make sure that the deformation of the sheets
occurs mainly in the cavity volume.
The mechanical clinching process was conducted on a clinching machine which was produced
by the Express Company. A pressurized oil-air cylinder is used in the clinching machine to
produce pressure on the punch. The displacement of the punch can be detected and controlled by
the displacement sensor.
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Fig. 2.13 Principle of mechanical clinching process

Fig. 2.14 Geometrical parameters of the extensible dies
The geometrical parameters of the clinched joint have an essential effect on the mechanical
properties of the clinched joint. As shown in Fig. 2.13, two main parameters of the clinched joint
are neck thickness (tn) and interlock (ts). The neck thickness and interlock are difficult to
measure without the damage to the joint. So the bottom thickness (X) of the clinched joint was
always taken as the measurable factor to evaluate the quality of the joint. The bottom thickness
can be measured easily with no damage to the joint.
In the mechanical clinching process, the punch was driven by the clinching machine to move
downward to press the AL5052 sheets with a speed of 0.5 mm/s. The control mode of the
clinching machine was set to “controllable displacement.” So the displacement of the punch can
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be controlled in the clinching process to get different bottom thicknesses. Different bottom
thicknesses of the clinched joints represent different geometrical parameters. The clinched joints
with different bottom thicknesses were produced in the mechanical clinching process. The
bottom thicknesses of the clinched joints were set to 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 mm, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 2.15, after the mechanical clinching process, the clinched joints with
different bottom thicknesses were reshaped by a height-reducing method. A bumped die and a
flat die were used to conduct the height-reducing process. The bumped die was taken as the
lower die, and the flat die was taken as the upper die. The geometrical parameters of the bumped
die used in the reshaping process are shown in Fig. 2.16. The geometrical parameters of the
bumped die have been optimized. Orthogonal design was used to optimize the geometrical
parameters of the bumped die. The best combination of geometrical parameters of the bumped
die was gotten by simulating many groups of different combinations.
The height-reducing process was carried out on a hydraulic servo press. The force of the
hydraulic servo press can be controlled precisely. The clinched joint was placed between the
bumped die and the flat die. Whether or not the bumped die and the flat die are on the same axis
has little effect on the height-reducing process, which is one of the advantages of the heightreducing method.
The pit of the clinched joint was placed on the bump of the bumped die which was used to fix
the clinched joint. The bumped die was fixed, and the flat die was driven by the hydraulic servo
press to reshape the clinched joint with a speed of 0.05 mm/s. The force of the hydraulic servo
press was set to 25 kN. When the height-reducing force was increased to reach the setting force
of the hydraulic servo press, the hydraulic servo press was stopped at once.

Fig. 2.15 Height-reducing process
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Fig. 2.16 Geometrical parameters of the bumped die
Fig. 2.17 shows the results of the height-reducing joint process. In the height-reducing process,
the protrusion was compressed by a pair of dies. The material of the protrusion was compressed
to flow to the neck of the joint. With the bump on the surface of the bumped die to support the
neck of the joint, some material of the protrusion could flow downward to be gathered at the
neck. The neck thickness was increased by the material flow of the protrusion. With the increase
of the neck thickness, the cross-tensile strength and energy absorption of the joint were also
increased.

Fig. 2.17 Results of the height-reducing joint process
Although the height-reducing joint process shows a very good structure for the connection of
aluminium sheets, it still faces some problems for the real application. The plastic joint process is
very sensitive for the mechanical properties of the aluminium sheet. Sometimes, the heightreducing joint process is failed because the non-uniform composition of aluminium sheets.
Fig.2.18 shows an example of the failure of the height-reducing joint process. The reason for the
failure is the non-uniform composition of aluminium sheets leads to a decrease in the mechanical
properties. When the joint process is applied to the non-uniform point, the connection can be
broken easily because of the low mechanical properties.
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Fig. 2.18 Failure of the height-reducing joint process
Therefore the rapid composition analysis of aluminium sheets is very important for the quality
of the plastic connection. In the real production, the height-reducing joint process can only be
applied to the point in which the composition meets the requirement for the plastic joint process.
Use this method, the failure problem which was mentioned in Fig. 2.18 can be solved. However,
the traditional analysis methods usually need the sample preparation, complex devices and long
analysis time. The traditional composition analysis can’t be combined with the plastic joint
process. It is gratifying that LIBS can be combined with the plastic joint process easily due to the
features of no sample preparation, simple optical structure and short analysis time. The
combination of plastic joint technique and LIBS technique can be used for the industrial
production of automotive. Thus it is important for the real application that investigates and
improves the performance of LIBS in the simulated conditions of the height-reducing joint
process.
2.4 Online rapid analysis for the steel making process
It is well known that the iron and steel industry is one of the most important industries for
human beings. In modern life, steel products are used almost everywhere. With the development
of industry, high quality steel is desired in various fields. The advanced control methods for
steelmaking process are required to meet these industrial demands. Elemental analyses of metals
are one of the most suitable applications of LIBS and there have been many applications to
measure elemental compositions of iron in an iron-making process. There are two approaches to
applying LIBS to iron-making plants. One is the direct monitoring of raw ores or irons to
optimize the process. The in situ characteristics of LIBS are actively utilized in these
applications. The other is the detailed measurement of products as a product inspection. An
inspection of segregation is one of these examples. LIBS has excellent time and spatial
resolutions, and these features are suitable for these applications.
Fig. 2.19 shows an example of on-line monitoring in iron-making processes [159]. A LIBS
unit was installed to analyze bulk minerals on a moving belt conveyer. There are several
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drawbacks to analyzing bulk samples using LIBS because LIBS can only measure a small
amount of materials located on the surface of bulk samples. If this small amount of material on
the surface can represent bulk samples, LIBS is a good tool to measure these bulk samples.
Fig. 2.19(a) shows a photo of the measurement system [2]. The measurement configuration is
almost the same as that of Fig. 2.19(b). The phosphate rock on the belt conveyer was analyzed
using LIBS. The compositions of CaO, MgO, Fe2O3, and Al2O3 are the most important factors in
phosphate analysis. These emission lines have often been used in other applications such as coal
and ash analyses. The Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm was used as a light source and the gated signals
were detected with 1 μs delay time. Fig. 2.19(b) shows measurement results of five days
continuous detection. It is clear that the fluctuation of elemental compositions can be detected by
LIBS; these on-line data are important for advanced plant operations.
A rapid product inspection at the micro level is important to improve the control of steelmaking processes. It is important to use measurement results for process adjustment during
inspection time. Fig. 2.20 shows the 2-D distribution of carbon content on a metal surface
measured by LIBS [55]. A photograph of the crystal structure revealed by sample polishing and
etching is also shown in the figure. A photo-diode pumped Nd:YLF laser at 1047 nm was used as
a light source and it was operated at 1 kHz to achieve fast scans of the measured area. A 4 × 1
mm2 area with a step size of 20 μm was measured in 2 min. The crystal structure photograph and
the 2-D carbon map by LIBS show excellent agreement, showing the ferritic zone and the ferritic
grain boundaries.
There are many other LIBS applications in various fields. LIBS is intrinsically an elemental
analysis method, and it can be applied to industrial fields with a need for elemental analyses. One
of the major drawbacks of LIBS is the difficulty of quantitative analysis. There are numerous
correction methods for LIBS to achieve quantitative information; however, they are usually
application dependent and there is no universal method applicable to all LIBS applications
because of the complexities of plasma characteristics produced by the LIBS process. With this in
mind, databases for LIBS in terms of quantitative analyses, which can be usable by not only
spectroscopists but designers for various fields, will be important for the advancement of
industrial applications. With these databases, engineers of various application fields can
efficiently employ the LIBS technique. It is also important to understand that LIBS can be used
for the molecular detection employing the “elemental fingerprint of a molecule.” It often happens
that the elemental signal pattern of some molecules is unique and this pattern can be used to
evaluate the target molecule. In these applications, such a systematic database is valuable.
Many of the LIBS applications have used pulsed lasers and ICCD detectors. Because of their
high cost and vulnerability, it is rather difficult to use those laser systems for the control of
industrial processes for long-term use. Lasers, especially, are not rugged enough to use them
continuously for several years, which is often required in several industries. Therefore the
advancement of lasers and detectors is crucial for these applications. Currently, portable LIBS
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systems have been developed and applied to various fields. Portability of the system is important
for many applications [160, 161]. The portable system is useful for large-area measurements. For
example, monitoring of radioactive elements [162] in large areas becomes important in case of
leakage of radioactive materials from a nuclear power plant. This has actually happened in the
Japanese nuclear power plants in Fukushima in 2011. LIBS has the potential to cover these
applications.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.19 On-line monitoring in iron-making processes. (a) A photograph of the LIBS
system on movingbelt conveyer. (b) Measurement results of 5 days continuous detection.
MgO (■), Fe2O3 (▲),BPL (▼), and MER (●) as functions of time during continuous run
(total running time is 27 h) captured by the LIBS analyzer. Each analytical point results
from averaging 300 laser pulses, laser energy is 40 mJ/pulse, laser frequency is 5 Hz,
spectrometer settings for the delay from the laser pulse is 1 μs, and the acquisition time is 9
ms. In order to be at the same scale, the MgO concentrations were divided by 5, Fe2O3
concentrations by 4, and BPL concentrations by 120. BPL (bone phosphate of lime): a
traditional reference to the amount (by weight percentage) of calcium phosphate contained
in phosphate rock. MER = 2.185 [(Fe2O3 + Al2O3 + MgO)/BPL] [2]
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Fig. 2.20 2-D distribution of carbon content on a metal surface measured by LIBS.
Comparison between the photographs of the crystal structure revealed by sample polishing
and etching (top) and the C map generated by LIBS measurement on the same sample
surface (bottom). [55]
2.5 Waste Disposal and Recycling Plant Applications
Waste disposal and recycling plants are important facilities to achieve a sustainable society.
There are several places where LIBS can be applied to these plants [163-167]. For waste disposal
and recycling processes, wastes are inputs to the processes and their compositions intrinsically
fluctuate. Therefore it is important to know about the behavior of the waste composition to
operate the system efficiently. There are also LIBS applications to monitor important elements
during the disposing and recycling processes. These applications include wood recycling
processes [163, 164], plastic waste management [165-167], and automobile catalyst recycling
processes [168]. Platinum, palladium, and rhodium concentration has been measured in recycling
processes of automobile catalyst scrap. Fig. 2.21 shows the measurement results of chromate
copper arsenate (CCA) treated and untreated woods [163]. CCA is a widely used preservative for
woods. CCA-treated woods contain high levels of chromium, copper, and arsenate, and the
separation of CCA-treated woods from normal (untreated) ones has been necessary for clean
recycling of woods. LIBS can detect the elemental contents of CCA and it is possible to
distinguish CCA-treated and untreated woods using LIBS.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.21 Measurement results of CCA-treated and untreated woods. (a) Schematic
diagram for final LIBS system; (b) Measurement results of CCA-treated and untreated
woods showing the ability of LIBS to detect treated and untreated wood using a peak-tobase ratio of 2.6 (10-shot average). [163]
2.6 Analysis requirements from other industrial fields
Application requirements of LIBS have also occurred in many industrial fields, including
analyses from food to nuclear materials. Since LIBS is a method to analyze elemental
compositions, industrial fields with a need for elemental analysis are potential LIBS applications
[169]. As for LIBS application to foods and water [170-172], measurements of compositions or
contaminations have been demonstrated in flours, wheat, barley, and water. Soils [173] and
minerals [174] are among applications of LIBS. Many elements such as Mg, Al, Cu, Cr, K, Mn,
Rb, Cd, and Pb have been measured by LIBS. LIBS has been also applied to the safety and
security fields [175, 176], including explosives [177].
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3 Fundamental of Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) was studied as a rapid analysis method for the
industrial applications. In this chapter, the principles and configurations of LIBS were clarified
as follows. The intention is to give a brief overview of the fundamental of LIBS.
3.1 Theory of Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)
In the LIBS process, a laser beam is focused into a small area, producing hot plasma. The
material contained in the plasma is atomized and the light corresponding to a unique wavelength
of each element is emitted from excited atoms in the plasma, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Laser-induced plasma process
The interaction between pulsed laser beam and sample material, the plasma generation process
and evolution process could be illustrated by Fig. 3.2 schematically. A pulsed laser beam is
focused onto the surface of a substance to be analyzed, see (1) in Fig. 3.2. Radiation energy is
locally coupled into the material (2) and the material starts to evaporate (3). Within this material
vapor and the surrounding gas atmosphere a plasma is generated (4), leading to the excitation of
the material constituents and their spontaneous emission of radiation. The plasma decays and
emits element-specific radiation (5)–(7). This emission is resolved spectrally and is detected by a
spectrometer. For solid substances, a crater is formed finally (8). The evaporated material is
removed partially from the interaction zone driven by the intrinsic dynamics of the plasma
expansion and by an externally impressed gas flow.
The process denoted in phase (3) as “evaporation” is a simplified description and refers to
solid inorganic substances. In general, there is no pure sublimation from the solid phase to the
gaseous phase. Depending on the laser parameters- e.g., the pulse duration- and the material
properties a transient liquid phase may also exist. Besides the evaporation and dissociation
processes also particles are ablated, e.g., small particulates or droplets, which are ejected due to
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the impact of the pressure exerted by the plasma and the accompanying shock waves on a melt
layer [1]. For organic substances, the initial material is disintegrated, fragmented, and dissociated.

Fig. 3.2 Principle of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy shown in phases 1–8; LB
means incoming laser beam, S means sample, H means region of energy deposition, V
means material vapor, P means plasma, E means element-specific emission, CR means
crater, PT means particles. The times given depict the temporal evolution after start of
irradiation of the laser pulse
The life time of the plasma depends on the laser beam parameters chosen, the conditions of the
surrounding gas atmosphere, and the substance to be analyzed. The life time lies typically in the
range of 0.5–10 μs. The whole process depicted in Fig. 3.2 can be repeated with frequencies of
10Hz up to 1 kHz.
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Fig. 3.3 shows schematically some of the measuring parameters and the spectrum emitted
from the plasma. The incident laser irradiance I i L (t ) at the wavelength  L is a function of time
(the spatial dependence is not discussed here). The temporal structure of the laser pulse has a
decisive influence on the generated plasma states and hence the emitted spectrum. The quantity
s describes the position of the beam waist of the laser beam in relation to the sample surface for
a solid or a liquid measuring object. A part of the incident irradiance of the laser beam is
reflected by the sample and the plasma in the backward direction, and the other part is scattered
in various directions. These intensities are denoted with I rL and I sL . Besides the irradiance I i L (t ) ,
the ambient gas pressure pg and the type of the ambient gas have an influence on the plasma
dynamics. The emitted spectrum of the plasma I  (t ) is also a function of time. Fig. 3.3, bottom
right, shows schematically a spectrum detected at a time tdelay with respect to the irradiation time
of the laser pulse and integrated for a duration of tint.

Fig. 3.3 Schematic illustration of some measuring parameters and the emitted spectrum;
LB means incident laser beam, S means sample, BW means beam waist, I i L (t ) means
irradiance of the incident laser beam, I rL (t ) reflected laser irradiance, I sL (t ) means
scattered laser irradiance, pg means ambient gas pressure, s means beam waist position, j
means emission line of an analyte, r means emission line of a reference line, tdelay means
delay time between the laser pulse and the start of the integration window to record the
spectrum, tint means width of the integration window
During the life time of the plasma the emission spectrum changes. Fig. 3.4 illustrates
schematically emission spectra of the laser-induced plasma for three different time delays after
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the irradiation of the laser pulse. At the time t1, the plasma emits predominantly a continuous
spectrum, caused by free–free transitions of electrons. Only small peaks of the line intensities of
atoms and ions are visible, and the ratio of the peak intensity of an emission line to the
neighboring intensity of the spectral continuum emission is low. At the time t2, the plasma has
cooled down and the intensity of the line emission, as well as the ratio peak intensity to
continuous background, increases significantly. At t3, the plasma temperature decreases further
and the emission intensities decrease.

Fig. 3.4 Schematic illustration of the emission spectra of the laser-induced plasma for
different time delays with respect to the irradiation of the laser pulse
A calibration of the LIBS signal is necessary for quantitative analysis. Despite the fact that the
LIBS processes involved are complex, the emission intensity from the atomized species can be
described by the following equation with the assumption of uniform plasma temperature:[2]

 Ei , j 
I i  ni K i , j gi , j exp  

 kT 

(3-1)

In the above expression, Ii is the emission intensity of species i, ni is the concentration of
species i, Ki,j is a variable that includes the Einstein A coefficient from the upper energy level j,
gi,j is the statistical weight of species i at the upper energy level j, Ei.j is the upper level energy of
species i, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the plasma temperature. Eq. (3-1) is applicable
under the conditions of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). In Eq. (3-1), there are several
factors that affect the emission intensity Ii, including plasma temperature, plasma non-uniformity,
and matrix effects, etc. The appropriate correction factors must be contained in Ki,j to obtain
quantitative results.
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In LIBS one of the emissions in Eq. (3-1) is often selected for the elemental composition
measurement. In this case n(i) can be recast in the form:
(3-2)

There are several forms in which plasma correction terms can be put into Eq. (3-2). In this
study, with the matrix effects considered, the following equation can be used for the quantitative
analysis of the surface compositions.
(3-3)

where K(i) and b0 are correction factors of species i, and b(i1) is the temperature correction factor
in the emission pair of I(i),j1 and I(i),j2.

Fig. 3.5 Left: emission spectrum of laser-induced plasma with analyte and reference line.
Right: calibration curve.
Fig. 3.5 illustrates the procedure for a quantitative measurement. The left diagram shows a
spectrum S ( ) with a number of emission lines depending on the composition of the sample to
be analyzed. The spectral position of the lines has to be allocated to the respective elements on
the basis of literature data as, e.g., those given in [1]. The height of a line is a measure of the
concentration of the respective element in the sample. However, this line intensity depends also
on a number of other factors, e.g., the laser pulse energy, plasma temperature, plasma size,
atomic parameters of the line transition, sample surface, detector response function. Generally,
the influence of these factors can be reduced by taking the ratio of the intensity of an analyte line
j to the line intensity of a dominant element r of the sample, a so-called matrix element. This line
acts as an internal standard or reference. To gain quantitative results, the spectral signals have to
be calibrated using a set of samples with known chemical composition, e.g., certified reference
samples (CRM). Fig. 3.5, right, shows a calibration curve where the intensity ratio Ij=Ir is plotted
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as a function of the concentration cj of these reference samples. In general, the calibration curve
shows a nonlinear behavior. For an unknown sample, the intensity ratio Ij=Ir is measured,
yielding the concentration of the analyte via the analysis function (also called working curve)
which is the inverse function of the calibration curve (for simplicity, this step is illustrated by the
arrows in Fig. 3.5, right).
3.2 Typical configuration of LIBS and measured signals
A typical geometric arrangement of LIBS is shown in Fig. 3.6. Lasers such as a pulsed
Nd:YAG laser are used as a light source, and laser light is focused to the measurement point to
make plasma. The emission signals from the plasma are collected and measured by a
spectrometer. An image-intensified charge-coupled device (CCD) camera is mostly used to cut
out unnecessary light (usually black-body-like emissions) from the hot plasma. It is worth noting
that the reflection of a laser light from windows must be considered carefully. Because LIBS
uses a high-energy laser light, its reflection often causes damage to optics. The reflection from
plasma is sometimes tricky and malicious for LIBS systems. Plasma absorbs light and also
reflects it. Damage to optics by the reflection from plasma causes troubles in some cases,
especially in analyses of liquids.

Fig. 3.6 Typical geometric arrangement of LIBS. Main components of a LIBS system are a
laser, a spectrometer, and a CCD camera. A LIBS signal is highly dependent on the plasma
temperature, which means it depends on the delay time from the laser input. An ICCD
camera is mostly used to select the preferable delay time for a measurement element.
Fig. 3.7 shows the LIBS plasma evolution during creation and cooling processes of plasma. In
the generation of plasma, the core of plasma is created by the absorption process of laser energy,
such as multiphoton ionization in solids, liquids, or gases. The creation of the plasma core
induces the rapid growth of plasma through the absorption of the laser light by electrons in it.
After the extinction of the laser energy input, the plasma continues expanding because of its high
temperature and pressure. At the same time, recombination of electrons and ions proceeds and
temperature decreases gradually compared to the plasma generation process. LIBS signals arise
in this plasma cooing period; the delay time, which corresponds to plasma temperature, is an
important parameter for LIBS measurements. The black-body-like emission, which causes the
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background noise, also appears depending on its plasma temperature, and there is an appropriate
delay time, that is, in the plasma temperature to get a maximum signal-to-noise ratio. Generally,
the shorter delay time is chosen in emissions from higher energy levels, and the longer delay
time in those from lower energy levels.

Fig. 3.7 LIBS timing chart. After the extinction of the laser energy input, the plasma
continues expanding because of its high temperature and pressure. At the same time,
recombination of electrons and ions proceeds and temperature decreases gradually. LIBS
signals arise in this plasma cooing period; the delay time, which corresponds to plasma
temperature, is an important parameter for LIBS measurements.
The LIBS signal intensities are illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Hg element is chosen as an example
[178]. There are several emission lines just in one atom, and the identification of the emission
lines is one of the most important tasks for LIBS. In practical applications, emissions are
commonly attributed to more than 10 atoms. It is clear that emission intensities are much bigger
at high temperature and tend to decrease according to temperature. Decrease rates depend on
upper-level energies. As shown in Fig. 3.8, the lower the energy, the slower the decrease. The
black-body-like background emission also has temperature dependence, and it is this feature that
stipulates the signal-to-noise ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio tends to become better by employing
an appropriate delay time, that is, in the plasma temperature.
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Fig. 3.8 The LIBS signal intensities of Hg. There are several emission lines just in one atom,
and the emission intensity of each line has strong temperature dependence. Choosing
appropriate delay time and gate width is important to get a maximum signal-to-noise ratio.
Generally, the shorter delay time is chosen in emissions from higher energy levels, and the
longer delay time in those from lower energy levels. The upper energy of each emission line
is 54,068 cm−1 at 184.9 nm, 39,412 cm−1 at 253.6 nm, 71,396 cm−1 at 312.6 nm, 71,431 cm−1
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at 365.0 nm, and 62,350 cm−1 at 435.8 nm. Hg emission intensities at (a) 10,000 K; (b) 8,000
K; (c) 6,000 K; (d) 4,000 K. (e) Temperature dependence on each emission line.
3.3 Long-short double-pulse LIBS configuration
In this work, a long pulse width laser is applied to the laser-induced plasma process in order to
improve the plasma condition. The long pulse width laser means that the laser duration time is
long but the peak power is low. More specifically, a nanosecond Nd: YAG laser, which was
operated at free running (FR) mode, was employed to generate a 1064 nm wavelength and 60 μs
pulse width (FWHM) laser beam. Fig. 3.9 shows a clear explanation of the collinear long-short
dual-pulse method, meanwhile the diagrams of traditional collinear LIBS methods are also
provided. Using SP-LIBS, as shown in Fig. 3.9(a), the plasma is generated by short pulse width
laser within a few nanoseconds or a dozen nanoseconds. Once the laser energy shut down, the
plasma’s temperature continuously decreases until it dies out. It is obvious that the plasma
distribution is usually non-uniformly distributed spatially and temporally during the LIBS signal
measurement period. The traditional collinear DP-LIBS method, which uses two short pulse
width laser beams to generate the plasma, was proposed to increase the plasma temperature and
lifetime, as shown in Fig. 3.9(b). Using the traditional DP-LIBS, the plasma temperature and life
time had been enhanced indeed. The plasma was formed apart from the surface of target and
expand to a globe shape [32, 41]. However, the plasma condition is still non-uniform and
unstable because of the violent energy supply of second short pulse width laser beam. The
second beam makes the LIBS process more complex since the energy of second pulse can be
absorbed by the plasma, which was generated by the first pulse, and also can generate new
plasma from the surface of target. It seems too difficult to establish a perfect physicalmathematical model which can describe the DP-LIBS process. Even setting up an approximation
model is not simple at all. The plasma conditions still fluctuant using the traditional DP-LIBS
method.
The collinear long-short DP-LIBS method was developed to generate a more uniform and
stable plasma, as shown in Fig. 3.9(c). A long pulse width laser beam is focused on the surface of
target before the short pulse width laser irradiation. The peak power of long pulse width laser
was controlled under the minimum power which can generate noticeable plasma. The long pulse
width laser beam is expected to remove the loose surface layer and heat the surface to a certain
temperature. When short pulse width beam radiates in the middle of duration time of long pulse
width laser, the plasma is generated on the cleaned and pre-heated surface, which means the
elements composition on the surface is more close to that of the target and the plasma can also be
produced at the same surface condition. Moreover, once plasma was generated, the long pulse
width laser beam continuously irradiates the plasma region and provides a soft energy supply
during the plasma cooling process. Thus the plasma becomes stable for a certain time and the
temperature is maintained at a higher level. With a suitable delay time, the plasma temperature is
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considered to be approximately constant, which is very different from that of traditional DPLIBS.

Fig. 3.9 Schematic diagram of LIBS methods. (a) SP-LIBS, (b) traditional DP-LIBS and (c)
long-short DP-LIBS.
It has a positive effect on the plasma condition adding the radiation of long pulse width laser.
During the plasma cooling process, the long pulse width laser beam continuously supplies energy
for the hot plasma region. Thus the temporal and spatial non-uniformity is modified by the long
pulse width laser. The plasma is considered to be maintained at a higher temperature and more
stable condition without obvious undesirable influence. Table 3.1 shows the comparison of
merits between different LIBS method [12-21, 25-29]. The collinear long-short DP-LIBS not
only possesses all of the merits of traditional collinear DP-LIBS but also keeps the LIBS process
in a single plasma generation condition.
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Table 3.1 Comparison of merits between different LIBS methods
Traditional collinear

Collinear long-short

DP-LIBS

DP-LIBS

Merit

SP-LIBS

Signals enhancement

-

○

[12-21]

○

[57]

SBR enhancement

-

○

[13,17,19]

○

[57]

Low RSD

-

○

[13,18]

○

[57]

Target heating effect

-

○ [21,26-28]

○

[57]

Plasma re-heating effect

-

△ [16,19,20,25]

○

[57]

Pre-ablation effect

-

△ [27,28]

△

[57]

Single plasma generation

○

-

○

[57]

Plasma stabilization

-

-

○

[57]

Symbol “-” means “negative”, symbol “○” means “positive” and symbol “△” means
“still in discussion”.
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4 Experimental systems of long-short double-pulse LIBS
The employed experimental system of LIBS for the steel sample measurement in this study is
illustrated as follows. The devices used for each experiments is explained in detail to present a
clear explanation on the experimental setup. The information of the samples used in this study is
also presented in this chapter as the reference information for the further discussion.
4.1 Experimental system for the analysis of solid steel samples
The experimental setup for long-short DP-LIBS configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. As
shown in Fig. 4.1(a), the measurement system was composed of two lasers, a digital delay
generator, optical fiber, a spectrometer, an ICCD (Intensified Charge Coupled Device) camera
and other auxiliary devices. The nanosecond laser 1 (LOTIS TII, LS-2137U, 6-8 ns, 10 Hz, beam
diameter: 8 mm) was operated at 1064 nm and FR mode. The FR mode, which has been rarely
used in LIBS, means the Q value of optical resonant cavity does not change during laser pulse
formation. Thus the laser pulse can be sustained for dozens of microseconds with low peak
power density. In this work, the pulse energy of long-pulse-width laser was set to 200 mJ with
the pulse width of 60 μs. The pulse width was determined by an oscilloscope (Tektronix,
MDO3014) with a Si photodiode sensor (Hamamatsu, S1336-18BQ). The nanosecond laser 2
(LOTIS TII, LS-2134UTF, 5-8 ns, 10 Hz, beam diameter: 6 mm) was operated at 1064 nm (QSwitch, pulse width 5.4 ns) with the pulse energy of 20.5 mJ. The inter-pulse delay between the
two pulses was adjusted by a digital delay generator (Stanford Research Systems, Model DG645)
and was also verified by the oscilloscope. These two laser beams were combined using a
polarization prism. The combination of the two laser beams is important for the collinear longshort DP-LIBS. In this study, the polarization prism was used to combine the two beams. The
orthogonal components in short pulse and long pulse were reflected and transmitted by the prism
respectively. The beam combination was realized by matching the reflection position and
transmission position of the two beams. Then the combined laser beam was focused on the
sample using a lens (focal length 800 mm). Moreover, the short-pulse-width laser, long-pulsewidth laser and related optics can also be combined in one package for the industrial application,
which has been done in our research group. The emission signals from the plasma were collected
in the reverse direction and focused on the fiber entrance using a lens (focal length 100 mm).
After delivered 10 meters by the optical fiber, the emission signals were detected by the
combination of a spectrometer (SOL, NP-250-2M), an ICCD camera (Andor, iStar DH334T18U-03). The delay time of ICCD was triggered by the short pulse. The detailed explanation of
signal timing and the measured intensity shape of laser pulses were presented in figure 2 of Ref.
[26].
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The manganese with the matrix of iron was the measurement target in current study. Several
reports suggest that the neutral lines of Mn and Fe in the range of 400-410 nm can be used for
the quantitative analysis of Mn in steel matrix [27-29]. Therefore, the emission was detected in
this range employing a grating with 3600 grooves/mm to obtain a relatively high resolution
(0.0097 nm). In addition, the plasma morphology was studied in this work. ICCD coupled with a
camera lens (Nikon, 602095, focus length 35 mm) and a band pass filter (Asahi Spectra, 405 nm,
FWHM 10 nm) was employed to record the images of plasma, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Through
the band pass filter, the emission images of plasma in the wavelength range of 400-410 nm were
recorded. Accordingly, the recorded plasma images can be discussed with the spectra results in
the wavelength range of 400-410 nm.

Fig. 4.1 Experimental setup. (a) Diagram of long-short DP-LIBS configuration, (b) setup
for the study of plasma morphology and (c) diagram of the measurement in muffle furnace.
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For the experiments at room temperature, the sample was fixed on a rotational stage. For the
experiments at high temperature, a muffle furnace with a hole on the upper surface was
employed to carry out the experiments. The sample was placed in the muffle furnace and heated
to the specified temperature. After 30 minutes of heat preservation, the sample was measured by
firing the laser pulses through the hole. During the measurement, the muffle furnace with the
sample was kept moving through an X-Y moving stage, as shown in Fig. 4.1(c).
4.2 Experimental system for the analysis of liquid steel samples
In order to promote the long-short DP-LIBS method to the real industrial applications, a
compact long-short double-pulse LIBS laser is designed to specially realize the new LIBS
method. Fig. 4.2 shows the long-short DP-LIBS laser that is designed by our research group and
manufactured by LOTIS TII co. ltd. Fig. 4.3 shows the optical diagram of the LS-2145LIBS
laser.

Fig. 4.2 Latest designed and manufactured laser for the long-short DP-LIBS method.
(Model No. LS-2145LIBS)

Fig. 4.3 Optical diagram of Laser LS-2145LIBS
1-Rear mirrors; 2-Polarizer; 3-active element of Channel 2; 4-active element of Channel 1;
5-Pockels cells (Q-switch); 6-Output mirrors; 7-λ/2 plate; 8-Intracavity pinhole; 9-External
telescope; 10-Beam stop; 11-Protective output window; 12-Intrcavity shutter.
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Based on the LS-2145LIBS laser, the study on the liquid steel samples were carried out in this
work. A 15kW induction furnace was employed to supply the energy of the melting of steel
samples. Fig. 4.4 shows the diagram of the experimental setup of liquid steel sample
measurement. In addition, different standard steel sample were measured in this work, in order to
avoid the pollution from the carbon container, which is used in induction furnace, the MgO cup
were used to hold the molten steel. To obtain a basically consistent surface level, 60g of the
original standard sample were used for each experiments in this work. The weight of the sample
was examined by an electronic scales, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.4 Diagram of the experimental setup for the measurement of liquid steel.

Fig. 4.5 The examination of the sample weight that used for each experiments for the
measurement of liquid steel using SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS
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4.3 Sample information
The standard steel samples were used in this study for the LIBS measurement. The samples
were sold by Zhengzhou Research Institution of Mechanical Engineering (ZRIME) and with the
certificate of the major contents. Fig. 4.6 shows the certificate of the samples that provided by
the selling company.

Fig. 4.6 The certificate of the standard steel samples that sold by ZRIME
In this work, two kinds of standard samples were used for the experiments. Fig. 4.7 shows the
bulk type samples which were used for the study of solid phase experiments. The major elements
composition of the samples which were used for the solid phase study is also presented in Fig.4.7
which is summarized according to the certificate of ZRIME.

Fig. 4.7 The shape and composition of the bulk type standard steel samples. (a) The shape
of the bulk type standard steel sample and (b) the composition of major elements in these
steel samples.
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For the experiments of liquid steel samples, the powder steel samples were used to carry out
the relevant experiments. The surface level is important to obtain a good focus of the laser beam.
Therefore, the weight of the original standard steel sample was examined for each experiments in
the study of liquid steel measurement. Fig. 4.8 shows the shape of the powder steel samples
before molten and after molten. The major elements composition of the samples which were
used for the liquid steel study is also presented in Fig. 4.8

Fig. 4.8 The shape and composition of the powder type standard steel samples. (a) The
shape of the powder type standard steel sample before molten, (b) the shape of the powder
type standard steel sample after molten and (c) the composition of major elements in these
steel samples.
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5 Comparative study between conventional LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS
In order to certify the performance improvement of long-short DP-LIBS, the investigation on
the differences between conventional LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS was carried out in this
chapter. The technical parameters, such as absolute intensity, signal enhancement, plasma
topography, plasma temperature were compared to clear the differences between conventional
LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS.
5.1 Role of inter-pulse delay
It is reported in literature that the inter-pulse delay plays an important role in traditional DPLIBS configuration as it influences the ablation efficiency and plasma cooling processes [30-32].
Accordingly, the inter-pulse delay between long pulse and short pulse is also vital for the longshort DP-LIBS. Fig. 5.1(a) shows the three major inter-pulse delays for the long-short DP-LIBS
used in current study. For the case of inter-pulse delay = 0, the short pulse arrives at the
beginning of the long pulse, therefore, the long pulse only affects the cooling processes of
plasma. For the case of inter-pulse delay = 30 μs, the short pulse arrives at the middle of the long
pulse, therefore, the long pulse obtains a combination effect of target pre-heating and plasma
sustaining. For the case of inter-pulse delay = 60 μs, the short pulse arrives at the end of the long
pulse, therefore, the long pulse only preheats the target. To investigate the role of inter-pulse
delay in signal enhancement for the long-short DP-LIBS, the signal intensity were recorded
according to different inter-pules delay in current study. Fig. 5.1(b) shows the role of inter-pulse
delay in signal enhancement for the long-short DP-LIBS configuration. Signal intensity from
long-short DP-LIBS was normalized to SP-LIBS. Generally, the signal enhancement of three
spectral lines was presented. Overall the trend is same for all the three spectral lines. The peak of
signal enhancement is observed at around the inter-pulse delay of 30 μs. Similar trend of signal
enhancement in long-short DP-LIBS has also been observed by our group in the previous report
[26].
Various mechanisms for signal enhancement reported in literature are also involved in longshort DP-LIBS arrangement, which include either pre-heating effect of target or the re-heating
effect of plasma plume or a combination effect of both the mechanisms [21, 33]. The laser
ablation process and plasma cooling process are significantly influenced by long-pulse-width
laser beam. According to the results in Fig. 5.1(b), both these processes are directly related to
inter-pulse delay between long pulse and short pulse. For very short inter-pulse delays, the long
pulse mainly plays the role of plasma sustaining which means that the enhancement was mainly
attributed to the absorption of laser energy by plasma. The energy of long pulse was absorbed by
plasma plume according to the mechanisms include electron-ion inverse Bremsstrahlung,
electron-neutral inverse Bremsstrahlung, and photoionization. All these processes are influenced
by the number density of plasma [34]. Compared with SP-LIBS, the mass of laser ablation was
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not obviously improved by long pulse in the case of short inter-pulse delays, therefore, the
energy of long pulse can’t be absorbed effectively because of low number density of plasma. For
long inter-pulse delay, most of signal enhancement was caused by the increase in mass ablation.
It has been showed in the results that the enhancement appears to decline in the case of long
inter-pulse delay. This can be attributed to the limit of laser ablation efficiency. Due to the
drilling effect, the mass ablation of laser pulse is hard to be increased when a relatively large
mass ablation has been obtained [35]. Therefore, the limit of mass ablation and the rapid cooling
process of plasma result in a smaller enhancement in the case of long inter-pulse delay. For the
inter-pulse delays between short and long delay, signal enhancement could then be attributed to
both the target pre-heating effect and plasma sustaining effect. It has been showed in Fig. 3b that
the maximum enhancement was obtained around the inter-pulse delay of 30 μs. This result
indicates that the optimal coupling can be obtained by firing the short pulse at the middle of long
pulse. Therefore, the inter-pulse delay of 30 μs was used in current work to study the
enhancement and stabilization of plasma in long-short DP-LIBS configuration.
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Fig. 5.1 Role of inter-pulse delay for long-short DP-LIBS configuration. (a) Measured pulse
shapes for different inter-pulse delay and (b) signal enhancement observed for different
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inter-pulse delay using long-short DP-LIBS with respect to SP-LIBS. Experiment
conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, delay time: 3000 ns, SP-LIBS
pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, DP-LIBS pulse energy: short pulse: 20.5 mJ, long pulse: 200 mJ (FR
mode).
5.2 Signal enhancement
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Fig. 5.2 shows the comparison of measured spectra using SP-LIBS, long-short DP-LIBS and
long pulse LIBS respectively. Lots of emission lines of manganese and iron can be recognized
from the spectra. Table 5.1 provides the information of these emission lines from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database [36]. By observing the data of SP-LIBS
and long-short DP-LIBS, it can be clearly seen that the signal intensity was enhanced in the longshort DP-LIBS condition. Enhancement in signal intensity of spectral lines with high excitation
energies is considerable, which can be due to the high temperature of plasma in long-short DPLIBS condition. Enhancement in signal intensity of spectral lines with low excitation energies is
also observed although the enhancement is not as dramatic as for the spectral lines with high
excitation energies. In addition, by observing the data of long pulse LIBS, it can be seen that
there is no obvious spectrum. This result, as same as we expected, is due to that the peak power
of the long pulse was lower than the breakdown threshold power which can generate a noticeable
plasma. It suggests that the long pulse only affects the laser ablation process and the plasma
cooling process without generating a new plasma. This is the most significant difference between
the long-short DP-LIBS and traditional DP-LIBS.

410
410

Fig. 5.2 Measured spectra of SP-LIBS, long-short DP-LIBS and long pulse LIBS.
Experiment conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, delay time: 3000 ns,
SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, DP-LIBS pulse energy: short pulse: 20.5 mJ, long pulse:
200 mJ (FR mode), long pulse LIBS pulse energy: 200 mJ (FR mode).
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Table 5.1 Fe and Mn specific atomic emission lines [31]
Spectral line
(nm)

Lower level energy
(cm-1)

Upper level energy
(cm-1)

A (108 s-1)

Fe I 400.524
Fe I 400.971
Fe I 401.453
Fe I 402.187
Fe I 402.472
Fe I 404.581
Fe I 405.504
Fe I 406.359
Fe I 407.174
Fe I 409.597
Fe I 409.818
Mn I 401.810
Mn I 403.076
Mn I 403.307
Mn I 403.449
Mn I 403.573
Mn I 404.136
Mn I 404.876
Mn I 407.924

12560.93
17927.38
24574.66
22249.43
26140.18
11976.24
20641.11
12560.93
12968.55
20874.48
26140.18
17052.29
0
0
0
\
17052.29
17451.52
17637.15

37521.16
42859.78
49477.13
47106.48
50979.58
36686.18
45294.85
37162.75
37521.16
45281.83
50534.40
41932.64
24802.25
24788.05
24779.32
\
41789.48
42143.57
42143.57

0.20
0.05
0.15
0.09
0.08
0.86
0.004
0.67
0.76
0.03
0.07
0.25
0.17
0.17
0.16
\
0.79
0.75
0.38

It is also reported that the signal enhancement was shown to be dependent on gate delay time
[37-39]. In this work, the signals were recorded in different delay to investigate the dependence
on gate delay. Fig. 5.3 shows the enhancement of different spectral lines as a function of delay
time. Compared with SP-LIBS, the enhancement for long-short DP-LIBS was 3-7 folds depends
on different delay time and spectral line. The reason for the enhancement can be explained as
follows. In LIBS process, the emission intensity is influenced by the plasma conditions thereby
influenced by the plasma generation process and cooling process. Through the absorption of
laser energy, the initial free electrons are generated from the sample surface. Once the initial free
electrons generated, the laser photons are also absorbed by the plasma through inverse
bremsstrahlung absorption [2]. By adding an external long-pulse-width laser beam to these
processes, the energy demand of the initial free electrons generation is reduced because of the
pre-heating effect. At the same time, the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption can be sustained for
a longer time because of the irradiation with long pulse. Therefore, the plasma becomes bigger,
more stable and higher temperature in long-short DP-LIBS situation. Accordingly, the emission
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intensity from the plasma is enhanced effectively. Moreover, to quantitatively discuss the abovementioned influence of excitation energy on enhancement, the enhancement of iron spectral lines
with different excitation energies was also plotted in Fig. 5.3. The enhancement was clearly
found to be larger for the Fe I 402.187 nm with higher excitation energy. This phenomenon can
be attributed to that the plasma was sustained at higher temperature in long-short DP-LIBS
condition, thus the enhancement of spectral lines with high excitation energies was found to be
larger than those with low excitation energies. In previous reports [40,41], it has been found that
the spectral lines with low excitation energies, especially the resonance spectral lines, are prone
to be affected by self-absorption. It is also proved that the self-absorption effect on quantitative
analysis can be weakened by selecting the spectral lines with high excitation energies [40].
Excitingly, the intensity of the spectral lines with high excitation energies was strongly enhanced
by long-short DP-LIBS configuration, which is possible to improve the performance of
quantitative analysis for LIBS.
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Fig. 5.3 Signal enhancement observed for long-short DP-LIBS. Experiment conditions: gate
width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, delay time: 3000 ns, SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5
mJ, DP-LIBS pulse energy: short pulse: 20.5 mJ, long pulse: 200 mJ (FR mode).
5.3 Plasma topography
Fig. 5.4 shows the images of plasma emission region in different gate delay time using SPLIBS, long-short DP-LIBS and long pulse LIBS respectively. It can be seen that the geometry
and dynamics of plasma significantly differed from each other in SP-LIBS condition and longshort DP-LIBS condition. The plasma was enhanced obviously in long-short DP-LIBS condition.
Moreover, the observed geometry shows an interesting difference. In long-short DP-LIBS
condition, the plasma was a spherical structure and totally expanded to the upward side of the
sample surface. It indicates that the long-pulse-width laser supplied the energy for the plasma
plume. On the other hand, the emission region of plasma gradually weakened with the increasing
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delay time. According to the images in the delay time of 4000 ns, the plasma emission was still
observable in long-short DP-LIBS condition but it almost disappeared in SP-LIBS condition.
This is also an evidence for that the long-pulse-width laser supplied the energy for the plasma
and extended the lifetime of plasma. In addition, the observed results confirm that the long pulse
didn’t generate the plasma from sample. Only a flat and weak emission region can be observed
on the surface of sample in Fig. 5.4(c). This emission was originated from the heated sample
material. The long pulse has heated up the sample material on the focused area, which led to a
weak emission light. In the long-short DP-LIBS process, long pulse can’t generate the plasma
from sample due to low power density. During the duration time of long pulse, the short pulse
generated the plasma for the first time. It is different from the traditional collinear DP-LIBS,
which usually generated the plasma two times because of the two short pulses [21]. Therefore,
the plasma generation, evolution and cooling processes were easily controlled by long-pulsewidth laser in the long-short DP-LIBS configuration.

Fig. 5.4 Images of plasma emission in different delay time, (a) SP-LIBS, (b) long-short DPLIBS and (c) long pulse LIBS. Experiment conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 1
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time, filter central: 405 nm (FWHM 10 nm), SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, DP-LIBS
pulse energy: short pulse: 20.5 mJ, long pulse: 200 mJ (FR mode), long pulse LIBS pulse
energy: 200 mJ (FR mode).
5.4 Plasma temperature
To further understand the fundamental of long-short DP-LIBS, the plasma temperature was
estimated using Boltzmann plots. Fe I lines at 400.524, 400.971, 401.453 and 402.472 nm were
used for plasma temperature estimation. Fig. 5.5 shows the variation of plasma temperature as a
function of delay time. In SP-LIBS condition, it is easy to be understood that the plasma
temperature continued to decrease with the delay time due to the surrounding cold air. Usually,
the laser pulse ends in a very short time in LIBS process, such as several nanoseconds or dozens
of nanoseconds. After the plasma generation, the hot plasma region was continuously cooled
down by the air [42]. Therefore, the plasma temperature continuously decreased in SP-LIBS
process. However, the situation was different in the long-short DP-LIBS. As shown in Fig. 5.5,
the plasma temperature of long-short DP-LIBS was higher than that of SP-LIBS. At the same
time, the plasma temperature was maintained at a stable situation. Long-short DP-LIBS
generated a higher temperature and more stable plasma using the same short pulse energy. In
long-short DP-LIBS process, the long pulse was added to the plasma generation and cooling
processes. The long-pulse-width laser irradiated the plasma region after the ends of short pulse,
which controlled the plasma cooling process. Thus, the plasma temperature was maintained at a
stable state in long-short DP-LIBS situation. On the other hand, the plasma temperature can’t be
maintained in a stable state in conventional DP-LIBS due to the second pulse was still a shortpulse-width beam. The second pulse of conventional DP-LIBS usually supplied the energy
within a few nanoseconds, which means the plasma cooling process was the same with SP-LIBS
during the signal measurement period [26].

Fig. 5.5 Variation of plasma temperature with delay time for SP-LIBS method and longshort DP-LIBS method.
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5.5 Time-resolved intensity ratio
According to the measured spectra in different gate delay time, the intensity ratio of
manganese and iron (IMn/IFe) was calculated to investigate the time dependence of signal. Fig. 5.6
shows the delay time influence on IMn/IFe. As the delay time increased, IMn/IFe appeared an
interesting tendency in long-short DP-LIBS condition. Compared with that of SP-LIBS, IMn/IFe
of long-short DP-LIBS increased slowly as the delay time increased. The variation of IMn/IFe
showed a remarkable stabilization around the delay time of 3000 ns using long-short DP-LIBS.
This result clearly indicates that the plasma signals can be stabilized for a period of time using
long-short DP-LIBS configuration. The measurement accuracy and repeatability can be
improved using the signal which is stable during the recording period. It’s a meaningful result for
the precision improvement of LIBS. In addition, IMn/IFe also shows smaller standard deviation
ratios (SDRs) in long-short DP-LIBS condition. This result further proves that the plasma was
stabilized by the long-pulse-width laser beam. The lower SDRs contribute to a better
measurement repeatability, which is an important performance indicator for LIBS.

Fig. 5.6 Variation of intensity ratio with delay time for SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS,
“IMn/IFe” means the intensity ratio of Mn I 404.136 nm to Fe I 404.581 nm. Experiment
conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times; SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5 mJ,
DP-LIBS pulse energy: short pulse: 20.5 mJ, long pulse: 200 mJ (FR mode).
To investigate the signal quality of long-short DP-LIBS, two kinds of standard steel samples
were measured in air respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.7. The results of SP-LIBS and long-short
DP-LIBS were compared to investigate the performance of the new method. The features of DP59

LIBS were discussed in various gate delay time. Fig. 5.8 shows the comparison of measured
spectra using SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS. The signals were deducted background and
normalized with the maximum signal value of the DP-LIBS spectrum (ZG45 sample). After
screening, 4 manganese emission lines and 1 iron emission line were chosen to condact the
future quantitative analysis of Mn element. In order to avoid the mutual interference between the
4 Mn lines, the intensity values from 402.961 nm to 403.634 nm were summed as the integrated
intensity of Mn element after deducting the continuous backgrounds.

Fig. 5.7 The sample shape used in this study. (a) ZG45# sample with bulk shape and (b)
JSS 030-9 sample with powder shape

Fig. 5.8 Normalized spectra of standard samples. Conditions: gain: 3500, gate width: 1000
ns, accumulation: 50 times, delay time: 3000 ns, short pulse energy: 20.5 mJ/p, long pulse
energy: 200 mJ/p.
The line information from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database
was provided in Table 5.1. In this work, the improvement of signal quality using DP-LIBS is
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first discussed. When comparing the measured spectra of each sample, the signals were enhanced
obviously when using DP-LIBS.
Fig. 5.9(a) and Fig. 5.9(b) showed the integrated intensity of Mn lines and the corresponding
enhancement ratio of intensity at different gate delay time. The intensity was enhanced obviously
at each gate delay time when using DP-LIBS. Fig. 5.10(a) and Fig. 5.10(b) provided the signal
and background ratio (SBR) of Mn lines. The SBR of DP-LIBS was also enhanced remarkably.
In the LIBS process, the first plasma is produced by the absorption of laser energy. Once the
initial free electrons were here, the laser photons are also absorbed by the plasma through inverse
bremsstrahlung absorption. When adding an external long pulse laser in this process, the energy
demand of plasma generation is reduce because of pre-heating effect and the inverse
bremsstrahlung absorption also can be sustained a longer time. The plasma becomes more strong,
stable and uniform when using the same short pulse laser energy. Thus the lifetime of plasma is
extended and the emission intensity of Mn lines from the plasma is improved obviously. In
Fig.5.11(a) and Fig. 5.11(b), the ratio of Mn lines and Fe line were calculated and plotted to
investigate the plasma conditions. As the gate delay time increasing, the Mn/Fe ratio shows an
interesting tendency. Around 3000 ns, there was a period of stable-ratio time. This phenomenon
indicates that the plasma can be stable for a period of time when using long-short DP-LIBS. It’s
a meaningful result for solving the precision problem of LIBS. When using signals from a stable
plasma, the measurement accuracy will be improved accordingly.

Fig. 5.9 Intensity of ∑Mn and enhancement ratio. (a) ZG45 sample, (b) JSS 030-9 sample.
Condition: gain: 3500, gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, short pulse energy:
20.5 mJ/p, long pulse energy: 200 mJ/p, repetition: 5 times at each delay time.
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Fig. 5.10 SBR of I∑Mn and enhancement ratio. (a) ZG45 sample, (b) JSS 030-9 sample.
Condition: gain: 3500, gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, short pulse energy:
20.5 mJ/p, long pulse energy: 200 mJ/p, repetition: 5 times at each delay time.

Fig. 5.11 Intensity ratio of ∑Mn and Fe7 (I∑Mn/IFe7). (a) ZG45 sample, (b) JSS 030-9 sample.
Condition: gain: 3500, gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, short pulse energy:
20.5 mJ/p, long pulse energy: 200 mJ/p, repetition: 5 times at each delay time.
In addition, it can be found that the signals quality of JSS 030 sample decreased a lot due to
the rough surface when comparing the results in Fig. 5.9, Fig. 5.10, Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12.
Apparently, the uneven surface has a negative influence on the LIBS measurement. Therefore,
more attention should be paid for the signal quality enhancement in the plants application where
no time for sample polishing. The long-short DP-LIBS seems to be a good method for these
situations.
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Fig. 5.12 Intensity ratio of Mn2 and Fe7 (IMn2/IFe7). (a) ZG45 sample, (b) JSS 030-9 sample.
Condition: gain: 3500, gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, short pulse energy:
20.5 mJ/p, long pulse energy: 200 mJ/p, repetition: 5 times at each delay time.
5.6 Dependence on sample temperature
In the steel production line, the temperature of the measurement target often changes
temporally and spatially. It is valuable for real application to generate a stable plasma condition
from the samples with different temperatures. Therefore, the influences of sample temperature
have also been discussed by measuring the signal at different environmental temperatures.
Fig.5.13 shows the measured spectra of SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS at different sample
temperatures.
The spectra significantly differ from each other in SP-LIBS condition, whereas, the spectra
show a dramatic conformity in long-short DP-LIBS condition. The results indicate that longshort DP-LIBS generated the stabilized plasma from the sample with different temperatures. As
well known, before the plasma generation, a part of laser energy was absorbed by the sample
material. When the initial temperature of sample was different, the laser energy involved in the
plasma generation process was also different [43]. Due to the pre-heating effect of the long pulse,
the short pulse generated the plasma from the surface with relatively stable temperature.
Therefore, for long-short DP-LIBS, the laser energy involved in the plasma generation process
was basically the same in different sample temperature conditions. On the contrary, for SP-LIBS,
this part of energy was obviously affected by the initial temperature of sample. This can be
called as “temperature effect”, which always exists in online measurement, especially the online
measurement for steel production line [43]. According to the results in Fig. 5.13, the temperature
effect was effectively eliminated by long-short DP-LIBS.
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Fig. 5.12 Measured spectra of SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS at different sample
temperature. Experiment conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, delay
time: 3000 ns, SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, DP-LIBS pulse energy: short pulse: 20.5 mJ,
long pulse: 200 mJ (FR mode).
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6 Quantitative analysis of steel samples under the simulated plant conditions
6.1 Laser-induced breakdown processes for solid sample and temperature effect
In the LIBS process for solid sample, a laser beam is focused onto a small area, producing hot
plasma. The material contained in plasma is atomized, and light is released corre-sponding to a
unique wavelength for each element. Despite the fact that the processes involved are complex,
the emission intensity from the atomized species can be described by the following equation with
the assumption of a uniform plasma temperature:
(6-1)

In the above expression, I(i) is the emission intensity of species i, n(i) is the concentration of
species i, K(i),j is a variable that includes the Einstein A coef-ficient from the upper energy level j,
g(i),j is the statistical weight of species i at the upper energy level j, E(i),j is the upper energy level
of species i, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the plasma temperature. In Eq. (6-1), there are
several factors that affect the emission intensity I(i). These include plasma temperature, plasma
nonuniformity, and matrix effects. The appropriate correction factors must be included in K(i),j to
obtain quantita-tive results.
A calibration of the LIBS signal is necessary for quantitative analyses. The signal intensity of
LIBS depends on several factors, including plasma tem-perature, and its signal essentially
fluctuates. Because of these intrinsic char-acteristics of LIBS, the signal intensity ratio has often
been used for elemental composition analyses. This procedure can eliminate some of the
fluctuation factors. It is, however, necessary to cancel out the plasma temperature effects from
the signal intensity ratio. According to Eq. (6-1), the emission intensities of species i1 at the
upper energy levels jl and j2 are given by
(6-2)

(6-3)
From Eq. (6-2) and Eq. (6-3), the plasma temperature T has the following relation with the
emission intensity ratio I(i),j1/I(i),j2:

(6-4)
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where b(i) is a plasma temperature correction factor. It is inferred from Eq. (6-4) that the effect of
plasma temperature is corrected by the emission intensity ratio I(i),j1/I(i),j2. It means that different
emission lines from the same species can be selected to cancel the plasma temperature
dependence of the emission intensity.
In LIBS one of the emissions in Eq. (6-1) is often selected for the ele-mental composition
measurement. In this case n(i) can be recast in the form

(6-5)

There are several forms in which plasma correction terms can be put into Eq. (6-5). With the
matrix effects considered, one of the forms may have the following relation:

(6-6)

where K(i) and b0 are correction factors of species i, and b(i1) is the temperature correction factor
in the emission pair of I(i),j1 and I(i),j2.
A typical correction curve of the plasma temperature is shown in Fig. 6.1 In this case, the two
Mg lines, shown Mg1 and Mg2 in the figure, are used for the plasma temperature correction. It is
clear from Fig. 6.1(b) that the ratios are influenced by the plasma condition, which is directly
related in the ratio Mg1/Mg2. The results are shown in Fig. 6.1(c). By applying the temperature
correction scheme, the Isi/IA1 ratios become con-stant even for different plasma conditions, that is,
Mg1/Mg2. These correc-tion factors are dependent on the pressure, emission detection delay time,
detection time width, laser intensity, and other factors. Remember that LIBS employs the plasma
generation process using pulsed laser energy, which is not in the equilibrium condition at all.
There are also matrix effects in LIBS signal intensities that cannot be predicted using Eq. (6-4).
Therefore, the calibration method described above is an empirical one, and the correction factors
are valid only in the specific experimental conditions. These factors have to be determined in
each measurement condition.
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Fig. 6.1 Typical correction curve of the plasma temperature. Data were collected using
several differ-ent fly ash samples and different plasma conditions. The effect of the species
concentration in different fly ash samples was canceled by dividing I C/ISi by nC/nSi. It is
clear that the ratio IC/ISi is influenced by the condition of plasma, which is directly related
in the ratio Mg1/Mg2. By applying the temperature correction scheme, these ratios become
constant even for different plasma conditions. (a) Fly ash LIBS spectrum from. (b)
Correction factor for the IC/ISi ratio. (c) Corrected Results for the IC/ISi. [2]
The above mentioned method is using a calculation method to weak the temperature effect on
the LIBS measurement. However, it is still required an effective method to generate a stable
plasma for the LIBS analysis. Therefore, we have used the conventional LIBS and long-short
DP-LIBS to carry out the relevant experiments. After the experiments, we have used the same
plot method to investigate the plasma temperature effect on the signal intensity ratio of LIBS.
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Fig.6.2 shows the experimental results of conventional LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS. It can be
seen that the signal intensity ratio is fluctuant in the condition of conventional LIBS method.
Differently, the experimental results in the condition of long-short DP-LIBS shows a remarkable
stable compared that SP-LIBS. Both of the intensity fluctuation and plasma temperature
fluctuation are decreased by the long-short pulse laser beam. This is an exciting results for the
improvement of LIBS method. The results indicated that the long pulse laser beam can stabilize
the plasma to a relative stable conditions which is benefit for the measurement of LIBS signal.

Fig. 6.2 The dependence of signal intensity ratio on the plasma temperature. (a)
Conventional SP-LIBS and (b) long-short DP-LIBS. Experiment conditions: gate width:
1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, delay time: 3000 ns, SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, DPLIBS pulse energy: short pulse: 20.5 mJ, long pulse: 200 mJ (FR mode). Sample
temperature: From room temperature to 700 oC.
6.2 Detection ability for steel samples
The steel washers with rusty surface and clean surface were tested using SP-LIBS and longshort DP-LIBS, respectively. The detection ability was discussed according to the testing results.
Fig. 6.3 shows the recorded spectra from the rusty steel washers. SP-LIBS was unable to obtain a
clear spectrum for further analysis. On the contrary, long-short DP-LIBS had obtained a
satisfactory spectrum from the rusty steel washers. Many spectral lines of iron and manganese
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can be distinguished from the spectrum which was recorded by long-short DP-LIBS. The
comparison of the testing results from rusty steel washers indicated that long-short DP-LIBS
possesses the excellent detection ability for steel samples. The results suggested that long-short
DP-LIBS can be applied in some worse situations, such as actual steel products with rusty and
dirty surface, molten metals with oxide layers and steel sheets in production line with oil film on
surface.
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Fig. 6.3 Measured spectra from the rusty steel washers. Experimental conditions: gate
width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 20 times, delay time: 2000 ns, SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5
mJ, long-short DP-LIBS pulse energy: short pulse 20.5 mJ, long pulse 200 mJ, long pulse
LIBS pulse energy: 200 mJ.
Fig. 6.4 shows the recorded spectra from the steel washers with clean surface. The signal
intensity was enhanced by long-short DP-LIBS. For the spectral lines with higher excitation
energies, such as Fe atom lines at 400.971, 401.453, 402.187, 402.472, 405.504, 407.663,
409.597 and 409.818 nm, Mn atom lines at 401.810, 404.136, 404.876 and 407.924 nm, the
enhancement was considerable. Enhancement in signal intensity of the spectral lines with lower
excitation energies, such as Fe atom lines at 400.524, 404.581, 406.359 and 407.174 nm, Mn
atom lines at 403.076, 403.307 and 403.449 nm, was also observed although the enhancement
was not as dramatic as for the spectral lines with higher excitation energies. The enhancement
can be attributed to the effects of long pulse. For the long-short DP-LIBS method, the long pulse
per-heated the focus point on sample surface before the short pulse was fired, thus the
breakdown threshold of material was reduced. With the same short pulse energy, the mass of
laser ablation was increased by the preheating effect of long pulse. Furthermore, the long pulse
continued to reheat the plasma after the short pulse was ended. The cooling process of plasma
was controlled by the long pulse hence the plasma was maintained at higher temperature.
Because of the larger ablation mass and the higher plasma temperature, the signal intensity from
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the plasma was enhanced. Especially for the spectral lines with higher excitation energies, the
enhancement was more notable.
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Fig. 6.4 Measured spectra from the steel washers with clean surface. Experimental
conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 20 times, delay time: 2000 ns, SP-LIBS
pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, long-short DP-LIBS pulse energy: short pulse 20.5 mJ, long pulse
200 mJ, long pulse LIBS pulse energy: 200 mJ.
In addition, the results in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 is plotted in the same figure to clearly compare
the different results using SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS, as shown in Fig. 6.5.

Fig. 6.5 Measured spectra of steel washers. OL-Rusty, only long pulse width laser result
using rusty washers; SP-Rusty, SP-LIBS using rusty washers; DP-Rusty, long-short DPLIBS using rusty washers; OL-Polished, only long pulse width laser result using polished
washers; SP-Polished, SP-LIBS using polished washers; DP-Polished, long-short DP-LIBS
using polished washers. Condition: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 20 times, delay time:
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2000 ns, inter-pulse delay time: 30 μs, short pulse width laser power: 20.5 mJ/p, long pulse
width laser power: 200 mJ/p.
Fig. 6.5 also shows the spectra of steel washers after deducted continuous backgrounds in the
delay time of 2000 ns. For rusty steel washers, SP-LIBS was not able to generate a clear
spectrum for further analysis. Encouragingly, the DP-LIBS generated a sharp spectrum from the
rusty steel washers. Several iron lines and manganese lines can be distinguished from the
spectrum. The results indicate that the DP-LIBS can be applied in some worse situations, such as
actual steel samples (rust and dirty surface), molten metals (some oxide layers on the surface)
and materials in production lines (oil film on the surface). Comparing the spectra of polished
steel washers, the LIBS signals are obviously enhanced using the long-short dual-pulse method.
From the results it can be speculated that the long-short DP-LIBS method may enhance the limit
of detection (LOD) of the microelements in target.
Whether rusty or clean steel washers, long pulse LIBS can’t record obvious signal from the
samples. It indicated that only the long pulse can’t generate the observable plasma because of the
low power density. The result demonstrated that the plasma in the long-short DP-LIBS process
was generated by the short pulse, although the long pulse was fired firstly. In the literature of
traditional collinear DP-LIBS, there is a discussion on whether the second pulse was absorbed by
plasma plume or it generated new plasma from the sample surface [32, 43]. However, the
generation and evolution processes of plasma are simpler for long-short DP-LIBS. The plasma
was generated by short pulse and re-heated by long pulse in long-short DP-LIBS process. It is
easier to describe the plasma using the present quantitative analysis models.
6.3 Crater morphology
It is worthy to notice the difference between the SP-LIBS spectrum and DP-LIBS spectrum.
The reason is considered to be the cleaning and heating effects of long pulse laser. When long
pulse laser irradiation, it provides an energy supply for 200 milli-joule per pulse, which is
remarkable because of the focus lens. Although its peak power is not enough to produce plasma,
the long pulse laser does made something on the target surface. If there are some loose surface
layers on the target, they will be removed by the focused laser beam. It is called cleaning effect
of long pulse. Coincidentally, it is reported that a series of short pulses were used to remove the
surface layer of target []. However, sometimes the short pulses already generated plasmas and
made a crater on the surface before the detection laser pulse coming. It has a negative influence
on the LIBS process. Without this risk, it is more effective, easier control and lower cost using a
soft long pulse laser to solve the surface layer problem of LIBS.
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Fig. 6.6 The target used in the crater morphology study. (a) rusty washer ring and (b)
polished washer ring.
To support the above opinion, the study on the crater morphology was carried out to discuss
the differences on the crater characteristics. The rusty washer rings and polished washer rings
were employed to investigate the crater morphology, as shown in Fig. 6.6. Scanning electron
microscope (SEM) was employed to take the pictures of laser craters. The optical microscope
and scanning electron microscope (SEM) were employed to take pictures of sample surface.
Fig.6.7 and Fig. 6.8 show the observed results of rusty rings and polished rings respectively.

Fig. 6.7 Observed results of the rusty steel gaskets. (a) Irradiated steel gaskets, (b) optical
picture of SP-LIBS ablation point, (c) optical picture of DP-LIBS ablation point, (d) SEM
picture of rust layer, (e) SEM picture of SP-LIBS ablation point and (f) SEM picture of
DP-LIBS ablation point.
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Fig. 6.8 Observed results of the polished steel gaskets. (a) Irradiated steel gaskets, (b)
optical picture of SP-LIBS ablation point, (c) optical picture of DP-LIBS ablation point, (d)
SEM picture of blank area, (e) SEM picture of SP-LIBS ablation point and (f) SEM picture
of DP-LIBS ablation point.
Through the comparing of Fig. 6.7(f) and Fig. 6.7(g), the differences can be clearly seen. A
large area of rust was totally removed when using the DP-LIBS. However, the SP-LIBS only
made the upper rust slightly be brushed off. That’s why the SP-LIBS got very weak signals in the
rusty steel rings but DP-LIBS got satisfying results. In addition, another phenomenon can be
found in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 when making a careful comparison between the SP-LIBS and DPLIBS results. The color of laser points is changed using the DP-LIBS (Fig. 6.7c and f, Fig. 6.8c
and f). The reason is considered to be the heating effect of long pulse laser. During the long pulse
laser radiation, the material of the focus point region was heated to high temperature (even to the
melting temperature). Then, it is cooled to room temperature within a few seconds after DPLIBS process finished. Due to the heating and cooling process, there were some traces left on the
target surface. This pre-heating effect also has been observed in the plasma pictures. Once
understood the effects of long pulse laser, the spectrum results of polished steel rings in Fig. 6.4
can be well explained. In the SP-LIBS process, a part of the laser energy is used to increase the
temperature of sample material to above melting point before the plasma generation. This part of
energy comes from the short pulse but not participates in the plasma generation process. For the
long-short DP-LIBS, things are different. Before the short pulse coming, the temperature of
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focus point already be heated to high temperature. Therefore, the signal intensity obviously
increased in DP-LIBS process when using the same short pulse laser energy.
Fig. 6.9 shows the observed results from rusty and clean steel washers using SEM method. A
definite difference in crater characteristic from rusty steel washers can be observed. A large area
of rust on the surface was removed from the rusty steel washers by long-short DP-LIBS.
Whereas, SP-LIBS was unable to efficiently remove the rusty layer. Therefore, SP-LIBS
recorded very weak signal from the rusty steel washers but long-short DP-LIBS obtained a
satisfactory spectrum. For the crater images observed from the clean steel washers, a large area
of laser ablation can be found in the image of long-short DP-LIBS. It can be attributed to the
preheating effect of long pulse. During the irradiation of long pulse, the material on the focus
point was heated to high temperature, thus the efficiency of laser ablation was improved.
Therefore, the crater size of long-short DP-LIBS was larger than that of SP-LIBS due to the
increased mass of laser ablation.
Blank area

Blank area

SP-LIBS

SP-LIBS

Long short DP-LIBS

Long short DP-LIBS

(a) Rusty steel washers

(b) Polished steel washers

Fig. 6.9 SEM images for laser craters. (a) Results from rusty steel washers and (b) results
from polished steel washers.
6.4 The analysis of solid steel samples under room temperature
The calibration curves for SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS were compared in this
study. All of the data obtained from 10 samples were used to establish the calibration
curves. The experiment for each sample was repeated 5 times to weaken the influence of
unstable laser energy. The selected spectral lines (Mn I 404.876 nm and Fe I 402.187 nm)
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were used to calculate the intensity ratio of LIBS measurement. Fig. 6.10 shows the
calibration curves for SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS. The determination coefficients
(R2) of calibration curve was only 0.810 for SP-LIBS, whereas, it was 0.988 for longshort DP-LIBS. From this aspect, the linearity of calibration curve was dramatically
improved by long-short DP-LIBS. In Fig. 6.10(a), R2 was lower than 0.9, which meant a
weak correlation between the concentration ratio and the line intensity ratio. SP-LIBS did
not obtain a satisfactory calibration curve for quantitative analysis, mainly because of the
long optical distance in our experiments. On the contrary, long-short DP-LIBS has
Mn 404.876 / Fe 402.187
Intensity ratio ofIMn/IFe

obtained the ideal calibration curve for quantitative analysis.
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Fig. 6.10 Calibration curves for (a) SP-LIBS and (b) long-short DP-LIBS. Experimental
conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, delay time: 4000 ns, SP-LIBS
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pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, long-short DP-LIBS pulse energy: short pulse 20.5 mJ, long pulse
200 mJ.
If comparing the slope of the calibration curves, it can be found that the slope for longshort DP-LIBS was larger than SP-LIBS. This result suggests that the self-absorption
effect of LIBS was efficiently eliminated by long-short DP-LIBS. In LIBS, the local
temperature in plasma varied with the spatial location. Usually, the temperature in the
outer region of plasma was lower than the core region. The emission from the core
plasma could be absorbed by the outer plasma. Therefore, it was reported that LIBS has
suffered the effect of self-absorption, which caused a decrease in the slope of calibration
curve [44, 45]. Obviously, the measurement results were less affected by this effect in
long-short DP-LIBS. It can be attributed to the reheating effect of long pulse. In longshort DP-LIBS, the plasma continued to be heated by the long-pulse-width laser, hence
the cooling process of plasma was controlled. The uniformity and stability of plasma were
improved by the energy from the long pulse. Therefore, the self-absorption phenomenon
was weak in long-short DP-LIBS. In addition, it can be found in Fig. 6.9 that the standard
deviation of measurement was smaller for long-short DP-LIBS, which also can be
attributed to the reheating effect of long pulse.
The prediction models for Mn concentration were evaluated using the cross validation
method. The unknown sample was selected from all of the samples individually, and the
remaining 9 samples were employed to establish the prediction model. Fig. 6.11 shows
the prediction models for Mn concentration using SP-LIBS. The R2 of the prediction
models were all lower than 0.9, except for that of the prediction model for S7 sample. The
quantitative analysis based on these prediction models are unreliable for industrial
application under such low R2 coefficient. Fig. 6.12 shows the prediction models using
long-short DP-LIBS. It can be seen that all of the models of long-short DP-LIBS has
obtained the fine R2 coefficient in the same experimental conditions. These results
suggest that long-short DP-LIBS improved the analytical performance of LIBS.
To quantitatively compare the accuracy and precision between SP-LIBS and long-short
DP-LIBS, the statistical factors like RSD and REP were calculated in current study. More
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specifically, RSD factor was used to evaluate the precision of measurement and REP
factor was used to evaluate the accuracy of measurement. Precision can be defined as the
degree of harmonization among single test data when the measurement was carried out
repeatedly [46]. Therefore, the RSD factor was calculate according to the Eq. (6-1) and
Eq. (6-2).
𝑠= [

∑(𝑥𝑖 −𝑀)2 1/2
𝑛−1

]

%RSD = 100% × [𝑠/𝑀]

(6-1)

(6-2)

In these equations, x_i is the measured value from LIBS, n is the number of parallel
experiments, M is the average value of all parallel experiments, s is the standard deviation
and RSD is the relative standard deviation.
Accuracy describes the nearness of agreement between the measured experimental
values and the reference value (either as a true value or the value observed by standard
process). In this study, the Mn concentration provided by the seller of samples was used
to testify the accuracy of long-short DP-LIBS. The REP factor was calculated using the
following equation [47]:
%REP =

100%
𝑌m

1

√ ∑𝑁
(𝑌 − 𝑌p )2
𝑁 𝑖=0 s

(6-3)

where Ym is the average reference concentration of the prediction samples, N is total
number of samples, Ys is the reference concentration of the sample, Yp is the predicted
concentration using the established calibration model of the sample and REP is the
relative error of prediction also known as relative average root mean square error. For a
fine calibration model, REP should be as small as possible. The overall efficiency of
calibration models was compared using REP in this study.
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Fig. 6.11 Prediction models for SP-LIBS. (a-h) are the models for predicted sample (S2-S9),
respectively. Experimental conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation: 50 times, delay
time: 4000 ns, SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, long-short DP-LIBS pulse energy: short
pulse 20.5 mJ, long pulse 200 mJ.
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Fig. 6.12 Prediction models for long-short DP-LIBS. (a-h) are the models for predicted
sample (S2-S9), respectively. Experimental conditions: gate width: 1000 ns, accumulation:
50 times, delay time: 4000 ns, SP-LIBS pulse energy: 20.5 mJ, long-short DP-LIBS pulse
energy: short pulse 20.5 mJ, long pulse 200 mJ.
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Table 6.1 shows a comparison of RSD and REP for SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS.
The precision and accuracy of long-short DP-LIBS measurement were found to be better
than those of SP-LIBS measurement. The average value of RSD% was reduced from 29.3%
to 10.5%, meanwhile, the average value of REP% was reduced from 94.9% to 4.9%. This
result demonstrated that the use of long pulse is valuable for better analytical results of
LIBS. The improvement of measurement precision and accuracy is attributed to the
stabilization of plasma using long-pulse-width laser beam. Show that long-short DP-LIBS
has a better analytical performance.
Table 6.1 Precision and Accuracy
Tested
sample

RSD (%)
SP-LIBS

REP (%)

Long short

SP-LIBS

DP-LIBS

Long short
DP-LIBS

ZG10#

30.1

18.6

75.7

1.1

ZG25#

19.2

11.9

101.5

9.4

ZG45#

38.3

6.0

83.9

3.8

ZG60#

23.6

14.1

90.4

9.8

28CrNiMo

31.0

5.0

95.4

2.8

35CrNiMo

26.4

10.1

45.8

4.6

20MnMo

24.9

11.8

169.0

2.2

30SiMn

41.0

6.5

97.7

5.7

6.5 The analysis of solid steel samples under high temperature
In the steel production plant, the temperature of steel products is usually at high
temperature. Only in the final stage of the production, the steel products are cooled down
to room temperature. Therefore, the measurement of steel composition under high
temperature is important for the application of LIBS to real industry. In fact, the steel
products on the production line is at a certain temperature from 100 oC to 700 oC.
Therefore, the analysis of solid steel samples under high temperature was carried out in
this study to investigate the performance of conventional LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS
under the simulated plant conditions.
The carbon steel samples were measured at different temperature using the SP-LIBS
and DP-LIBS respectively (temperature region: 300K, 773K and 1273K). The spectral
signals at different delay time are recorded and calculated in each temperature (delay time:
2000ns, 3000ns and 4000ns). Fig. 6.13 shows the spectra using SP-LIBS and long-short
DP-LIBS. As is well known, there are many alloy elements in steel. For example, the iron
and manganese are selected to analyze. According to the measurement results, several
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representative wavelength regions of Fe emission were determined. Meanwhile, serval Fe
and Mn lines can also be distinguished from the spectra of high resolution channel. The
spectra of the steel samples at different temperatures are quite similar in the long-short
DP-LIBS condition. However, the spectra show different characteristics in the SP-LIBS
condition. The results indicate that the long-short DP-LIBS has a satisfactory
performance in the situation of different sample temperatures. The long pulse width laser
is considered to supply the enough energy for the steel samples. It leads to that the steel
samples are heated to the melting point before the short pulse laser ablation. Therefore,
the plasma is generated from the molten steel although the initial temperatures of the
samples are different. The long-short DP-LIBS is considered to be a promising method to
reduce the influences of the sample temperature.

Fig. 6.13 Spectra results of SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS

To compare the results of SP-LIBS and DP-LIBS, the ratios of Mn and Fe signal are
calculated in each temperature. Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15 show the quantitative analysis
results of Mn composition respectively. After plasma temperature correction, the
percentage amplitude of standard deviation is 19.0% for SP-LIBS and it is 8.4% for DPLIBS. This indicates the plasma more stable at the DP-LIBS condition. The phenomenon
could be explained as the result of power supply from long laser pulse. In LIBS process,
the core of plasma is first produced by the absorption of the incident laser energy, such as
multi-photon ionization process. Once the initial free electrons are produced, laser
photons are strongly absorbed through inverse bremsstrahlung absorption to induce rapid
expansion of plasma. When introducing the external energy from the long pulse laser in
the plasma cooling process, the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption can appear in this
process to maintain the plasma at higher temperature and extend its lifetime. Therefore
the stability of plasma can be improved using DP-LIBS.
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Fig. 6.14 Quantitative analysis results of Mn composition using SP-LIBS under the simulated plant
conditions (sample temperature from 20 oC to 700 oC).

Fig. 6.15 Quantitative analysis results of Mn composition using long-short DP-LIBS under the
simulated plant conditions (sample temperature from 20 oC to 700 oC).

Another phenomenon can be found in the results of Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15 is that the
parameters of the calibration curves. In Fig. 6.14, the calibration curves show a
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remarkable different according to the sample temperature. As the sample temperature
increasing, the slope of the calibration curves decreased. However, the phenomenon is
quite different when using long-short DP-LIBS. The slope of the calibration curves is
relative stable when the sample temperature changed. The results indicate that the longshort DP-LIBS can generate a stable plasma condition in the different sample temperature
conditions. In the plant conditions, the temperature of measured target is usually unknown.
Thus, if we want to apply LIBS technique to the real plant, an improved LIBS method is
necessary. Long-short DP-LIBS seems a good choice for the measurement of steel
products on the production line. Therefore, the combined temperature calibration curves
are discussed in this study. Fig. 6.16 shows the compared results of the SP-LIBS and
long-short DP-LIBS.

Fig. 6.16 Compared results of calibration curves using SP-LIBS and long-short DPLIBS under the different sample temperature (Room, 300oC, 500oC and 700oC). (a)
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The calibration curves using SP-LIBS and (b) the calibration curves using longshort DP-LIBS.
According to Fig. 6.16, it can be seen that the calibration curves is fluctuant as the
sample temperature changed from room temperature to 700oC. However, the results using
long-short DP-LIBS show a remark different with SP-LIBS. Under the different sample
temperatures, the calibration curves of long-short DP-LIBS is relative stable and keep in a
small range. It indicates that the long-short DP-LIBS is possible to be applied to the steel
production line where the sample temperature is unknown. The influence of sample
temperature is minor for the measurement of long-short DP-LIBS. This is another
important merit for long-short DP-LIBS method.
6.6 Emission characteristics from the liquid steel samples
For the real application in the steel making plant, the measurement of liquid steel samples is
very important for the monitoring and control of the composition of steel products. Compared
than other chemical analysis methods, LIBS has a huge advantage in the measurement of liquid
steel samples which are usually at a high temperature over than 1650 oC. The first experiment
that used LIBS to directly analyze liquid steel was performed in 1991 [30]. A laser was mounted
on an 80 t AOD converter used in the production of high-alloy steel. The beam entered the melt
via a gas-flushed hole in the side-wall of the converter hole. A limit of detection (LOD) for
carbon of ∼200 μg/g was demonstrated in plant trials. The analysis of molten steel in a small
crucible heated by an induction furnace was investigated with a laser beam that hit the free melt
surface from the top [47]. LODs for carbon of 250 μg/g were reported for low-alloy steel
samples with low carbon contents (150 to 1100 ppm).
A significant improvement in these detection limits was achieved by using double- and triplepulse excitation [29]. Detection limits for the elements carbon, phosphorus, sulfur, manganese,
nickel and chromium in solid low-alloy samples of less than 10 μg/g were achieved for the first
time with LIBS using this approach. Dr. Noll’s group from ILT Aachen also applied this
technique of multiple pulse excitation to the multi-elemental analysis of liquid steel [46]. They
investigated low-alloy steel grades, focusing on the light elements phosphorus, sulfur and carbon,
using emission wavelengths in the vacuum ultraviolet. Calibration curves were determined for
these light elements and also for nickel and chromium in a steel melt of 100 kg. It was
demonstrated by them that LIBS can be used to analyze the light elements carbon, phosphorus
and sulfur in liquid steel with estimated LODs in the range of 5–21 μg/g. VAI performed its first
experiments with LIBS on liquid stainless steel samples in a laboratory in order to check the
ability of the LIBS-based instrumentation to be applied online in the production of high-alloy
steel [45]. Later on, Gruber’s group carried out experiments with LIBS at the vacuum degassing
plant of BÖHLER Edelstahl in Kapfenberg, Austria, where calibration curves for the main
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elements were obtained at a working pressure of 1 mbar [179]. Another group started
experiments on stainless steel samples that were heated up to 1200 °C in a laboratory furnace
[180], and performed experiments based on a remote LIBS approach that investigated stainless
steel samples above a melting temperature of ∼1420 °C under atmospheric conditions [73].

Fig. 6.17 Time resolved spectra from the liquid steel sample 30# using conventional SPLIBS. SP means conventional SP-LIBS method.
In this work, we are trying to apply the long-short DP-LIBS to the composition measurement
of liquid steel samples. In the condition of liquid steel, the temperature of sample is very high.
Therefore, the stabilization of the plasma is important for the LIBS process. One of the merit of
the long-short DP-LIBS method is the stabilization of plasma. To investigation the emission
characteristics of the plasma generated from liquid steel samples, we have carried out the related
experiments in the laboratory. Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18 show the time resolved spectra of liquid
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steel samples using SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS respectively. The carbon steel sample with
the name of 30# was selected to carry out the time resolved spectrum study.

Fig. 6.18 Time resolved spectra from the liquid steel sample 30# using long-shrot DP-LIBS.
DP means long-short DP-LIBS method.
According to the results of liquid steel in Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19, it can be seen that the signal
intensity was increased compared than room temperature for both of the method (conventional
SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS). At the same time, the plasma life time was extended because
of the sample is already molting before the laser irradiation. Thus more laser energy is involved
to the plasma generation process compared than room temperature and other solid phase
experiments. When comparing the results of SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS, it can be found
that the signal intensity was increased in every delay time. It indicates that the plasma in longshort DP-LIBS conditions is stronger than that in conventional SP-LIBS. It is a meaningful
results for the measurement ability of LIBS method. Another result is that the lifetime of plasma
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in long-short DP-LIBS conditions is longer than that in SP-LIBS conditions. In the delay time of
30 us, there are still many iron and manganese lines can be used for the further analysis in the
spectrum of long-short DP-LIBS. However, the signal of plasma becomes very weak in the
spectrum of conventional SP-LIBS. This result indicates that the long pulse laser can extend the
lifetime of the plasma in LIBS process.
6.7 Calibration curves for the analysis of liquid steel samples
According to the study on the emission characteristics of liquid steel, the further studies on the
quantitative analysis of steel samples was carried out in this work. The steel samples with
different Mn contents was molten by an induction furnace firstly. Then the molten samples were
measured by conventional SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS respectively. The measured results
are compared between these two methods. Fig. 6.19 shows the calibration curves of SP-LIBS
and long-short DP-LIBS.

Fig. 6.19 The calibration curves of conventional SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS which
were measured according to a series of standard steel samples.
The calibration curve of long-short DP-LIBS is remarkable different with that of SP-LIBS. As
well known, LIBS process is influenced by the matrix effects from the measured target. When
the sample is molten, it means the sample condition is at a very hot temperature and in an
unstable situation. Especially for the surface layer of the liquid steel, the content of this layer is
unstable usually. However, the conventional SP-LIBS method can only measure the surface layer
of the liquid steel, which of course increase the uncertainty of the LIBS measurement. Therefore,
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for the liquid steel, conventional SP-LIBS can only obtain a calibration curve with a very low
fitting parameter (R2=0.5329). It is exciting that long-short DP-LIBS has obtained a stratified
results for the measurement of liquid steel samples. The fitting parameters of the calibration
curve is 0.9788 which is acceptable for the online analysis of steel composition. In addition, it
can be found in Fig. 6.19 that the standard deviation of each experiment point in long-short DPLIBS is lower than that in conventional SP-LIBS. It indicates that the long pulse laser also has
the effect of plasma stabilization, which is consistent with the results of solid phase experimental
results.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook
7.1 Conclusions
The performance of collinear long-short DP-LIBS for steel samples was studied in this work.
According to the experimental results, the performance improvement was discussed in several
aspects hence the conclusions are drawn as follows.
7.1.1 Merits of long-short DP-LIBS
(1) The role of inter-pulse delay in signal enhancement for long-short DP-LIBS was
investigated by experiments, the results showed that the optimal coupling of pre-heating and reheating effects can be obtained by firing the short pulse at the middle of long pulse. Compared
with SP-LIBS, long-short DP-LIBS has obtained 3-7 folds signal enhancement in the optimal
inter-pulse delay.
(2) Through the observation of plasma, the plasma images showed the remarkable differences
between SP-LIBS and long-short DP-LIBS. The plasma was bigger and had a longer lifetime in
long-short DP-LIBS condition. Moreover, the observed images of long pulse LIBS suggested
that the long pulse can’t generate the plasma due to the low power density.
(3) The variation of plasma temperature showed that the plasma was maintained at a high and
stable temperature. The variation of time-resolved intensity ratio was different for SP-LIBS and
long-short DP-LIBS. IMn/IFe linearly increased with delay time in SP-LIBS condition, whereas, it
showed a remarkable stabilization around the delay time of 3000 ns in long-short DP-LIBS
condition. These phenomena indicated that the plasma was stabilized by using the long-pulsewidth laser beam.
(4) Through the testing at different sample temperatures, the measured spectra were consistent
for long-short DP-LIBS, whereas, the spectra were significantly different for SP-LIBS. The
results demonstrated that long-short DP-LIBS can be used for the online measurement of steel
production line, in where the temperature of target is unknown.
7.1.2 Measurement of steel samples under the simulated plant conditions
(1) The long pulse made it possible to obtain clear spectra from the steel washers
which had an obvious rusty layer. Through the study on the crater morphology, the
improvement of detection ability can be attributed to the cleaning effect of long pulse.
This result indicated that long-short DP-LIBS can be used in steel production lines, in
where severe oxidation is difficult to be avoided.
(2) The emission intensity was obviously enhanced by long-short DP-LIBS because of
the preheating effect of the long pulse. The comparison of spectra showed that more
spectral lines were available for quantitative analysis from the spectrum of long-short DP-
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LIBS. This result suggested that long-short DP-LIBS can obtain more spectral
information under the same experimental conditions.
(3) The measured results of long-short DP-LIBS showed a better linearity. The
determination coefficients (R2) was 0.988 for the calibration curve of long-short DPLIBS, which is acceptable for the industrial application. Moreover, the larger slope of
calibration curve for long-short DP-LIBS indicated that the effect of self-absorption was
eliminated by the long pulse, which therefore improved the analytical performance of
LIBS.
(4) The prediction results showed that the precision and accuracy of long-short DPLIBS were better than those of SP-LIBS. The mean RSD% was reduced from 29.3% to
10.5% and the mean REP% was reduced from 94.9% to 4.9%.The improvement can be
attributed to the stabilized plasma which was generated by long-short DP-LIBS process.
The simulated prediction experiments demonstrated that the analytical performance of
LIBS can be improved by adding a long pulse to the traditional SP-LIBS.
(5) The measurement results of liquid steel showed that the conventional SP-LIBS
can’t obtain a satisfied calibration curve due to the unstable sample condition. However,
long-short DP-LIBS showed an acceptable performance for the measurement of liquid
steel samples. The fitting parameters of the calibration curve is 0.9788 for the long-short
DP-LIBS, which is only 0.5329 for the SP-LIBS. At the same time, the standard deviation
of the measured intensity ratio values are relative low in the long-short DP-LIBS results.
It proved that the plasma is stabilized by the long pulse laser beam.
7.2 Outlooks
Based on the experiment results in this dissertation, there are also some outlooks for the longshort DP-LIBS. The quantitative analysis of other elements in steel samples will be further
studied using the long-short DP-LIBS method. The quantitative measurement of multi-elements
in some terrible plants situations are expected to be acceptable using long-short DP-LIBS. The
LOD of non-metallic element in steel samples will also be investigated using the long-short DPLIBS method, such as carbon, silicon, sulphur, phosphorus, et al. Moreover, there is a
requirement of underwater measurement of steel target in the fields such as mineral production,
environmental protection, et al. The plasma will disappear soon under the water due to the
cooling effect and pressure of water. The effects of long pulse laser in long-short DP-LIBS are
desirable for the underwater application of LIBS.
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